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the dissertation is accompanied by this written essay that offers complete technical data 

and detailed synthesizer sound generation and effects parameters, recording track 

diagrams, and compositional insights. 

This musical endeavor not only helps bridge art, science, and culture, but also 

blurs the boundaries between musical genres and performance spaces (the concert hall vs. 
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I. RESONANT TRAJECTORIES: AN OVERVIEW  

Originally entitled Voyager, based on the two NASA deep space exploration 

missions of the same name, the title was later changed to Resonant Trajectories in order 

to express the work as both a sonic and scientific journey, with each movement 

representing a sequence of the Voyager missions. Movement One is entitled, Escape 

Velocity, which is the minimum speed that a moving body must reach in order to break 

free of a celestial body’s gravitational field. It features electrifying, high velocity 

improvised electric bass and guitar solos performed by multiple Grammy Award-winning 

bassist, Jimmy Haslip of Yellowjackets fame, and Chick Corea’s Elektric Band guitarist, 

Mike Miller.  

The second movement, Zero G, is my impression of the state of weightlessness 

experienced directly after escape velocity has been attained.  

The third movement, Resonant Trajectory (also featuring Haslip and Miller), 

signifies the outward journey after having left Earth’s gravitational jurisdiction, and the 

inexplicable, ironic feeling of stasis during extreme high velocity travel. This, plus the 

experience of alienation, yet simultaneously feeling the profound presence of something 

greater, adds to the contrast that is vividly portrayed in the musical soundscape.   

Movement four, Solar Winds, is a metaphoric, sonic poem meant to echo the 

spacecraft riding the soft undulations of the weakening waves of solar wind as they 

slowly dissipate in the far reaches of deep space.  

Reaktor, the fifth movement, maintains a hypnotic, mantra-like rhythmic pattern 

meant to emulate the craft’s propulsion system by means of non-descript percussive 

sounds and stereo effects.  
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The final movement, Voyager, brings the composition to its dramatic climax of 

having reached interstellar space. 

It was my dedicated intention from the inception of this composition, to create 

strong rhythmic motion without the use of typical drum loops and drum machine 

programs. I felt it was too easy and too clichéd, especially in approaching an electronic 

composition dominated by Trance-styled synthesizers. I was not trying to create an 

extended Trance dance opus. In addition, using trendy drum loops would cause the 

composition to run the risk of quickly becoming stylistically outdated, which I wanted to 

avoid. Though Electronic Dance Music (EMD) elements are clearly evident in many of 

the synthesized programs and sounds used in Resonant Trajectories, I attempted to utilize 

them in a much different way than they are normally called upon, though these different 

ways were not immediately, consciously predetermined.  

I preferred an unfolding process based upon the inspiration I derived from the 

twenty-thousand-plus synthesized sounds and presets that I tested individually over the 

course of nearly two years. The majority of the sounds invariably sparked the beginnings 

of new compositions that developed effortlessly, and I would set them aside. There was 

certainly never a lack of unique, fresh-sounding presets with which to build thematic 

centers for new works. However, very early on in the development of what would 

become this larger work, a sonic theme seemed very evident. Though all current evidence 

points to there being no sound in the vacuum of space, the composition is an attempt to 

create an impression of what the encounters of deep space travel might sound like.  

I kept this idea of the sound of deep space travel in the back of my mind, but tried 

to stay detached from it because I was making a very conscious effort to try not to impose 
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my normally strong musical will upon this particular musical experience. Both my work 

in Hollywood and Concert Music required tremendous exactitude, down to the minutest 

detail; total control. Though I am proud of my ability to work to this degree of perfection, 

I was looking for a new experience where I could establish a musical framework and then 

stand back and see how it wanted to develop, instead of imposing my personal will 

concerning where I thought it should go. I tried to maintain that fine balance between 

being the observer and the observed, recalling the wisdom of author, George Kneller, 

where he states in his book The Art and Science of Creativity:  

At some stage in the process of creation, the creative product---whether painting, 
poem, or scientific theory---takes on a life of its own and transmits its own needs 
to its creator. It stands apart from him and summons material from his 
subconscious. The creator, then, must know when to cease directing his work and 
when to allow it to direct him. He must know, in short, when his work is likely to 
be wiser than he.1  
 

This approach to creative development was possible to a much lesser degree in my 

professional work, outside of academia, because there were strict stylistic and time 

parameters to which I had to adhere. However, I believed that the kind of 

experimentation that I had long desired was best suited to, and would be best achieved 

through the PhD work I was about to begin. I am very grateful to my advisor, Dr. Alex 

Lubet for encouraging me to proceed with this course of creative inquiry. 

 At the outset of composing Resonant Trajectories, I had not entertained the idea 

of adding soloists or any other musicians to the ultimate recording that was to be later 

completed. I was very satisfied with the way the composition was developing without 

additional input, wanting to perform the composition in its entirety myself, for two 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Kneller, G., The Art and Science of Creativity. New York: Holt Reinhart and Winston 1965 
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reasons: lack of adequate funds (at the outset) to hire and record the highly skilled 

musicians and recording artists I was used to working with in Hollywood, New York, and 

London; and the desire to make this a solo recording. It is difficult to recall exactly when 

the idea of adding outside soloists to the recording presented itself, but it was most likely 

within the first few months of work. The more I listened to the playback of the tracks, the 

more I heard perfect places for inspired, high-energy solos that were beyond my 

capability. The two musicians that immediately came to mind were bassist, Jimmy Haslip, 

and guitarist, Mike Miller.  

The movement that seemed to most naturally lend itself to accommodating 

soloists was the first movement, “Escape Velocity,” though, with further exploration, 

several of the other movements proved to be very suitable as well, with the application of 

judicious editing and orchestration. I recorded multiple tracks of different solo 

performances (aka: “takes”), utilizing a variety of guitars and effects, and then chose 

select, edited portions of those recorded performances to construct solos that I felt best 

suited the musical style, mood, character, intensity, and flow of each individual 

movement, viewing the raw solo material as I did the tens of thousands of synthesizer 

presets I auditioned. In essence, the solos you will hear were not played through as 

spontaneous, seamless improvisational performances. Rather, I combined moments of 

various spontaneous performances to create fluid, finished solos, mini masterpieces that I 

imagined to be most exciting and musically appropriate, and in keeping with the original 

musical vision of the overall work. Both soloists were aware of my intention from the 

outset, and graciously obliged by providing me with as much inspired content that could 

be provided in each three-hour recording session, from which I could freely draw. 
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II. ESCAPE VELOCITY: MOVEMENT I  

“Escape Velocity” begins with a two-bar, arpeggiated solo bass pattern in the key 

of G minor at a tempo of 120 beats per minute, which serves as the rhythmic engine 

throughout this first movement. The virtual synthesizer, Predator, created by Dutch 

sound designer and software developer, Rob Papen, generates the preset sound, “Session 

Dance,” with its preprogrammed rhythmic pattern and effects settings (Figure 1).  

Figure 1 Predator’s “Session Dance” basic settings 

 

The preset’s characteristic “rubbery” analog-modeled bass sound is sequenced in a series 

of eighth notes, as can be seen in Figure 2: 

Figure 2 Predator’s “Session Dance” transcription 1 
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However, with the addition of a stereo digital delay set at sixteenth notes, the echo effect 

gives the performance a sixteenth-note feel, which generates more energy, excitement, 

and motion, especially with the delay return effect continually bouncing across the stereo 

field. This two-bar pattern repeats four times (8 bars in total) before changing to the same 

pattern in the key of E minor, a minor third below (Figure 3): 

Figure 3 Predator’s “Session Dance” transcription 2 

 

The G minor to E minor pattern continues for nearly the entire duration of the first 

movement, though, roughly every four to eight measures something new is introduced to 

add to the building tension, energy, and excitement; each new sound and rhythmic pattern 

serving to compliment the existing material. By selecting and creating the most 

complimentary arepeggiated rhythmic patterns and sounds, I was able to avoid the very 

real danger of unintentionally engineering a cacophonous blur. Despite the intricate, 

multi-layered rhythmic complexity, in total, a very simple, hypnotic, unified “funky 

groove” and sonority was established and slowly built upon, very much the way a group 

of “Soul” musicians would create complimentary parts (hooks and riffs) and place them 

in and around the melodic and rhythmic content already having been established by the 

other musicians.  

With the downbeat of measure 5 comes the first appearance of electric bass 

soloist, Jimmy Haslip, adding a resonant and introspective triad built on the 9th and 11th 

scale degrees of the key of G minor. Having allowed the beauty and resonance of the 
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triad to ring in the six-string electric bass’s high register for two measures, a low-register 

broken octave on the root is established; a statement of authority and rootedness that 

resonates for the following two measures. Guitarist Mike Miller picks up the dialog from 

the end of measure 8, and the two instrumentalists alternate in an improvisational 

conversation, while new synthesized sounds melt in and out, under and around their solo 

performances. This dialog continues until the electric bass solo begins in measure 62, and 

is followed by the electric guitar solo from the end of measure 96 through measure 129.  

Since the composition was originally conceived as a completely synthesized work, 

I did not want the addition of the prodigious solos to overshadow the carefully crafted 

synthesized detail underlying them. My wish, from early on in the development of the 

work, was to allow listeners the luxury of time to become intimately enveloped by the 

sound and motion of each distinctive instrumental track that entered, with the hope of 

transporting the listeners to wherever they needed to go, including being suspended in a 

hypnotic, or euphoric sleep state. In a significant way, I consider this movement, and 

every one that follows, a meditation of sorts. 

Coming from a rich Jazz background, there was a strong temptation to create 

adventurous and frequent harmonic motion, but I quickly came to realize early on that 

doing so would detract from the listeners’ ability to focus in on the fascinating nuances 

and intricate detail created by the various digital effects that are both inherently built into 

the synthesized presets, and those that I applied to the presets and solo performances in 

an effort to achieve the maximum sonic and emotional affect. Therefore, harmonic 

variability was kept to a minimum in obvious ways, but allowed to expand and develop in 

slow and subtle ways through the blending of the various sonorities. Complex harmonies 
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softly came to life as a result of the way the various sounds and effects interacted with 

one another, making any deliberate intervention, on my part, unnecessary. 

Measure 33 introduces a simpler, and more firmly rooted synthesized bass 

element (“Arp Bandpassy”), in contrast to the churning motion of the original bass motif, 

“Session Dance,” which continues (Figure 4): 

Figure 4 Predator’s “Arp Bandpassy” transcription 

 
 
 

Figure 5 Predator’s “Arp Bandpassy” basic settings 

 

 

The new overall bass voice, however, is a complex blend of four arpeggiated 

tracks, “Arp Teeth 1,” “Arp Teeth 2,” “Arp Bandpassy,” and “Arp Da Do” (Figure 6):  
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Figure 6 Four track bass transcription 

 

 
Though simple in appearance, the understated, yet elaborate baroque nature of this 

synthesized bass alliance is fashioned through the judicious use of thoughtfully designed 

digital stereo delay effects, stereo chorusing, panning, reverberation, and modulation. 
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Figure 7 Predator’s “Arp Teeth” basic settings 

 

Figure 8 Predator’s “Arp Da Do” basic settings 
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The combination of the four bass tracks above, along with the original bass track 

(“Session Dance”) establishes the now-expanded bass and rhythm groove for the next 

sixty-four measures (Figure 9).  

Figure 9 Six track bass transcription 

 

Though this bass complex dominates, there are two additional apreggiated, contrapuntal 

voices that compliment and ride above the bass fusion. Having begun sixteen measures 

prior (at mm 17), “Arp Seq. Jubik” (Figure 10) and “Arp Seq Techy Phasa” (Figure 11), 

which are rhythm and sonic variations of each other, further enrich the synthesized dialog 

between measure 33 and 65. 

Figure 10 Predator’s “Arp Seq. Jubik” transcription 
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Figure 11 Predator’s “Arp Seq Techy Phasa” transcription 

 

Figure 12 Predator’s “Arp Seq. Jubik” basic settings 
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Figure 13 Predator’s “Arp Seq Techy Phasa” basic settings 

 

 
The combination of all seven tracks, and how they work in tandem, is seen in Figure 14: 
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Figure 14 Seven track transcription 

 

 
The final touch to the new sonority introduced at measure 33, is a delicate, 

ambient synthesized wash, “Unfair Light,” meant to subtly lift the composition musically, 

and expand the sonic space in size, color, and register (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15 Predator’s “Unfair Light” basic settings  

 

 
Once again, though the basic bass rhythms appear simple when transcribed, the 

various digital delay effect settings applied to each individual sound help create the 

intricate and remarkable rhythmic nature of the unit as a whole, adding motion and depth 

across the stereo field, at times creating the illusion of a musical round cycling. Phasing, 

panning, modulation, oscillation, reverberation, and chorus effects add to the complex 

sonic and rhythmic disposition of the coordinated musical mechanism, augmenting and 

heightening the sense of space, place, and motion.  

At measure 41 (8 bars after the establishment of the enhanced bass pattern at 

measure 33), an ethereal, atmospheric sonority, “Galilean Moons” (from Omnisphere), 

replaces the ambient synth pad, “Unfair Light,” creating even more depth of field to the 

sonic space (Figure 16-20).  
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Figure 16 Omnisphere’s “Galilean Moons” Main settings 

 

Figure 17 Omnisphere’s “Galilean Moons” Edit Layer A settings  
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Figure 18 Omnisphere’s “Galilean Moons” Edit Layer B settings 

 

Figure 19 Omnisphere’s “Galilean Moons” FX settings (Layer B) 
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Figure 20 Omnisphere’s “Galilean Moons” FX settings (Common) 

 

Omnisphere’s “Galilean Moons” is joined 8 bars later by Predator’s “Majestic 

STR. PHA,” a quasi analog, buzzy, phasing string patch that slowly oscillates across the 

stereo canvas (Figure 21).  
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Figure 21 Predator’s “Majestic STR. PHA” basic settings  

 

 
Each preset was added in sequence, to enhance the anticipation of what was 

coming up ahead, to create a contrast in texture and register, and to heighten the meaning 

of the composition’s metaphoric message: an accelerating, upward trajectory. The 

atmospheric sounds do, however, cease for 8 bars as a reset, a sonic cleansing, in 

preparation for the electric bass solo making its opening, introductory statement a bar and 

a half prior to the underlying 32-bar musical sequence’s restatement between measures 

65 and 97. The bass solo, executed with precision and virtuosity by electric bassist Jimmy 

Haslip, increases the energy, intensity, and sense of urgency, accelerates both the forward 

and upward motion, and boosts the composition to a new pinnacle of interest. The 

performance introduces rhythmic material not previously established, in the form of runs 

and flourishes in 32nd-note and 16th-note quintuplet waves (I have transcribed his solo and 

present it in Figure 22).  
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Figure 22 Jimmy Haslip’s electric bass solo transcription 
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Following on the heels of the bass solo is yet another highly inspired, energy-

charged performance. Taking the solo musical baton from Jimmy Hasip, electric guitarist, 

Mike Miller, sets his solo performance apart by beginning in a very lyrical, aria-like 

manner that utilizes an effective use of hemiola. This is indicative of his solo 

performance in general, one of constant contrast through syncopation, shifting registers, 

and the continual play of tension and release, apparent in his juxtaposing lyrical phrases 
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with lightning-speed 16th-note attacks, vacillating between playing lazily behind the 

track’s beat, to charging forward, on the verge of bending the tempo to his will. This 

contrast is not only apparent within the content of Miller’s solo, but also through his 

constant dialog with the track itself. He plays with it, tests it, and teases it to take on his 

challenge, establishing and developing melodic and rhythmic motives that create a work 

of art unto itself (Figure 23)  
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Figure 23 Mike Miller’s electric guitar solo transcription 
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Miller’s inspired performance cadences into the establishment of a new and 

contrasting section; a “breakdown,” where some of the previous constituent elements 

drop out, and the energetic motion feels like it has been decrease by half. At the 

breakdown that occurs between mm 65 and 73, the bass complex, no longer containing its 

most fundamental and identifiable component, “Session Dance,” is presented in a 

reduced form, now consisting of the Predator presets “Arp Bandpassy,” “Arp Da Do,” 

“Arp Teeth 1,” and “Arp Teeth 2,” which originally appeared as a bass enhancement at 

measure 33. The reduced bass complex is augmented for one bar (mm70) with the 

addition of a 16th-note sequenced bass pulse assigned to Predator’s preset, “Arp Sawless.”   

During this eight-bar breakdown, a contrapuntal dialog is established over the 

bass complex between the melodic statement of Predator preset “LN 23 ARP 3,” and the 

rhythmically morphing “TRANCE PSYCHE 03-100 GATOR SUPERBA.” This musical 

discourse is distinguished by an alternate contrapuntal set consisting, again, of Predator 
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preset “LN 23 ARP 3” as its fundamental component, and the equally melodic 

“TRANCE PSYCHE 2-113 MINOR CHORD SAWS” as its compliment, coming to a 

close on the downbeat of bar 72 beat 3, giving the listener the opportunity to savor the 

lingering motion and multifarious rhythmic nature of the digital delays ringing without 

distraction for the remaining two beats (Figure 23):  

Figure 24 Eight-bar bass breakdown transcription 

 

This fading, reverberant echo also creates a natural decrescendo and an end-of-

cadence resolution, which sets up the final musical statement. 
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Figure 25 Predator’s “Arp 3 ML” basic settings 

 

Figure 26 Predator’s “Pad Gator Superba” basic settings 
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Figure 27 Predator’s “Arp Minor Chord Saws” basic settings 

 

Figure 28 Predator’s “Arp Sawless” basic settings 
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The eight-bar breakdown is followed by the final musical statement: a soaring, 

ethereal melody generated by Predator patch, “Mournful,” which is accompanied by a 

rhythmic variation of partially pre-existing material consisting of a select combination of 

Predator patches, “JX 27,” “Arp Seq Jubik,” and “Synth LN 23 Arp 3,” the latter two 

having been previously performed sounds drawn from the already-established soft synth 

preset collection. Omnisphere’s ethereal “Galilean Moons,” tucked behind the 

abovementioned sound palette, adds a further degree of depth and spatial relevance to this 

closing musical gesture. And finally, Mike Miller’s last two guitar phrases drive the 

melodic motion forward and upward to the movement’s apogee (Figure 29): 
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Figure 29 Last nine bars transcribed 

 

Figure 30 Digital Performer Track Layout 
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Figure 31 MOTU Digital Delay settings for Electric Bass  
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Figure 32 Line 6 DL4 Delay/Multi Effects Unit 

 

	  
Figure 33 Line 6 MM4 Modulation Effects Pedal 
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Figure 34 MOTU Digital Delay settings for Electric Guitar 
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Personnel 
All synthesizers and programming: Joseph Curiale 
Electric Bass: Jimmy Haslip 
Electric Guitar: Mike Miller 
Engineered by: Joseph Curiale and Joe Vannelli 
Second Engineer: Joe Primeau 
Produced and Arranged by: Joseph Curiale 
 
Song Data 
Meter: 4/4 
Tempo: 120 bpm 
Length: 145 bars 
Duration: 5 minutes 
 
Technical Data 
Tracks: 16 virtual synthesizer tracks – 10 audio tracks (5 electric bass/5 electric guitar) 
Synthesizers: Predator (Rob Papen), Omnisphere (Spectrasonics) 
Electric Bass Guitar: Roscoe Six-String Amber (Jimmy Haslip Signature Model) 
Bass effects: Line 6 DL4 Delay/Multi Effects Unit - Line 6 MM4 Modulation Effects 
Pedal, Motu Digital Delay 
Electric Guitar: custom Stratocaster built by Jim Tyler 
Guitar Amplifier: THD Plexi 50 vacuum-tube guitar amplifier 
Guitar Speaker Cabinet: THD 2x12 
Effects: Ibanez Tube Screamer, Motu Digital Delay 
Microphones: Shure SM57 dynamic microphone in combination with a Cascade Fathead 
II Ribbon microphone 
 
Synthesizer Preset Information 
Predator-INTRO-107 SESSION DANCE 
Predator-INTRO-73 ARP TEETH-1 
Predator-INTRO-73 ARP TEETH-2 
Predator-INTRO-29 ARP BANDPASSY 
Predator-2-DANCE 36 ARP DA DO 
Predator-2-DANCE 65 ARP SEQ JUBIK 
Predator-2-DANCE 68 ARP SEQ TECHY PHASA 
Predator-08-AMBIENT 24 PAD UNFAIR LIGHT 
Predator-30-SYNTH LN 23 ARP 3 
Predator-30-JUNKIE 27 JXL 27 
Predator-30-IAN 29 MOURNFUL 
Predator-30-GIZEN TRANCE 71 MAGESTIC STR PHA 
Predator-5-TRANCE AND PSYCHE 02-76 SAWLESS 
Predator-5-TRANCE PSYCHE 03-100 GATOR SUPERBA 
Predator-5-TRANCE PSYCHE 2-113 MINOR CHORD SAWS 
Omnisphere-GALILEAN MOONS 
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III. ZERO G: MOVEMENT II 

 Since “Zero G” was performed in free time, all references to location will be 

made in minutes and seconds rather than in measures. 

 With the exception of the electric bass and electric guitar, all the recorded sounds 

in this second movement were derived from Germany’s Native Instruments’ sound 

generator, Metaphysical Function, which is a factory library ensemble in the sound 

design program Reaktor (whose full version includes 70 instruments). One of the many 

unique characteristics about Metaphysical Function is that it cannot be started or stopped 

in a conventional way, nor can pitch be changed by pressing notes on a MIDI or USB 

device. As soon as the instrument is loaded into the Reaktor mainframe, it begins playing 

a continuous loop of the selected “snapshot,” which is Native Instruments’ terminology 

for a preset sound or patch, until the instrument is either removed from Reaktor or 

stopped by pressing the “Run Audio” button on the top right of Reaktor’s control surface. 

I was both fascinated and challenged by this for several reasons. The sounds were very 

unique, morphing in ways that I had rarely heard before. Therefore, I wished to employ 

many of them in an effort to create an equally distinctive composition. But, the lack of 

control presented a conundrum.  

 Metaphysical Function’s parameters, such as waveforms, filters, and effects, can 

be adjusted in real time, or programmed through one of its 32 automatable faders. It also 

contains a graphic waveform screen that offers a visual depiction of the sounds. However, 

the program’s inability to be controlled in a traditional manner required devising a 

different approach to constructing a composition utilizing its sonic bounty. Based on the 

sheer excitement and creative inspiration I felt from listening to the sounds that I had 
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heard in its library, I became determined to push my creative envelope in an attempt to 

build a composition despite the control restrictions put upon this effort. It was a new 

approach to sound sculpting that I had not encountered before, and I took it as a challenge.  

 I began by creating a small collection of seven sounds that not only inspired me, 

but also seemed relevant to one another in some way (“Enosin,” “Crossmod,” 

“Meditation 1,” “ToneHanger,” “Harold Pud,” “String Dance 77,” and “The Help 17”) 

and recorded about five minutes of each on separate tracks (Figure 36-42).  

 
Figure 36 Metaphysical Function’s “Enosin” basic settings 
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Figure 37 Metaphysical Function’s “Crossmod” basic settings 
	  

 

Figure 38 Metaphysical Function’s “Meditation 1” basic settings  
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Figure 39 Metaphysical Function’s “ToneHanger 1” basic settings 

 

Figure 40 Metaphysical Function’s “Harold Pud” basic settings  
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Figure 41 Metaphysical Function’s “String Dance 77” basic settings 

 

Figure 42 Metaphysical Function’s “The Help 17” basic settings 
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Once each track was recorded, I had gained control over the ability to begin sound 

sculpting in Digital Performer 8’s sequencing program, adding crescendos and 

decrescendos, as well as the option to creatively copy, cut, and paste sections of each 

individual performance and place them wherever it felt aesthetically pleasing. There were 

instances where I slightly altered sound and effects parameters as the recording was in 

process, but due its being done “on the fly,” as a real time improvisation, I have little 

recollection of which parameters were altered, and to what degree. This was a very 

conscious decision, though, certainly in keeping with my wish from the outset of the 

dissertation to approach this composition in a way that was not customary for me, 

applying improvisational elements, to a great degree, in the process, allowing an element 

of “chance” to add new and often unintended dimensions to the basic compositional 

framework and content.  

I liked the challenge of having to work with what I had available and make 

something interesting out of it. As a studio musician, I was trained to execute my work 

perfectly the first time out, but such a performance method often reduces the possibility 

of making new and unexpected discoveries that can arise from the unanticipated “errors” 

that create musical gems (perhaps this is one reason why many highly paid studio 

musicians play in Jazz clubs for next-to-no compensation, after hours, in order to 

experience the thrill of unbounded creative adventure). 

 By taking chances altering sound and performance parameters in real time, some 

remarkable moments were captured in the recordings. Likewise, there were some 

sonically unpleasant moments generated as well. Instead of apologizing for the latter, I 

had the freedom to edit them out and create new composite performances by splicing and 
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seamlessly crossfading the best moments, creating a new master track for each sound to 

which this process was applied. A look at the track layout reveals the process in pleasing 

visual symmetry among the Metaphysical Function “snapshots” (Figure 43): 

Figure 43 Metaphysical Function track layout 

 

  
The performance of “Zero G” begins with Metaphysical Function snapshot, 

Crossmod. After recording the first raw track, I selected a portion that had the musical 

qualities and functionality I was looking for, and cut it from the track, pasted it at the 

beginning of the sequence, and discarded the remainder. I then created a slow crescendo 

at a point in the loop that felt most appropriate for the affect I was striving for, and 

recorded a second track of Crossmod and began a slow, fourteen-second crossfade 

between the two tracks at @31 seconds into the piece. This timing was chosen based on 

finding a point in both performances where the transition felt smoothest, and most 

musically pleasing, in order to blend the two tracks as seamlessly as possible (Figure 44). 
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Figure 44 Metaphysical Function’s “Crossmod” crossfade 

 

 
As the first track of “Crossmod” reaches its peak level at @15 seconds into the 

piece, Mike Miller’s guitar makes a subtle statement through a volume pedal effect 

applied to a high harmonic on the note A. The sonic and harmonic resonance blends so 

effectively, it is almost indistinguishable from “Crossmod’s” sonority, yet its subtle color 

adds beauty and meaning to the slowly developing reverberating dialog. Jimmy Haslip’s 

fretless bass responds introspectively at @20 seconds, gently bending an A down to a G# 

and back up to A. The bass sound is modified through the subtle application of a MOTU 

stereo delay and one of two Line 6 effects units, which creates gentle waves of 

modulating reflections.  

Though harmonically understated and open, the primary tonal center is A minor. 

Depending on how the snapshot is morphing at a particular moment in the sequence, the 

implied harmony can, at times, be heard as an A minor 9th with an added 11th, which 

helps to both establish and perpetuate an expansive sonic, harmonic, and spatial context, 

leading toward the perception of boundlessness. As the second track of “Crossmod” 

reaches its peak level at 50 seconds, the guitar enters again, crossing the sound terminator 

from silence into sound with a crescendo volume pedal effect that suggests both 
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tranquility and, at the same time, an ominous portent lurking in the fathomless abyss of 

the celestial vacuum. Miller emphasizes this brilliantly with his judicious execution of a 

lone added 11th (D), then, soon after, taking it a step further by adding the neighboring E. 

The mild tension that this major second evokes, offers a moment of contrast and new 

aural interest to the tone poem. The overall performance of this simple guitar entrance 

enhances the depiction of both the experience of weightlessness and the unknown, 

leaving the listener softly suspended, questioning, in an unsettling state of unresolve, yet 

still moving forward, floating on an outward trajectory.  

A faint voice born of “Crossmod’s” complex synthetic structure, pulses a B (2nd 

or 9th) like an electronic message searching for reception. This reinforces the expansive 

and increasingly complex harmonic nature in the unfolding of Zero G’s primary musical 

statement, as well as adding the elements of tension and opposition (Figure 45):  

Figure 45 Inversions of Am9 (add11) 

 

 At 59.53 seconds, Haslip lightly taps out something analogous to Morse Code on 

G3. A trace of fleeting harmonics can be heard, first, a 6th above the G3 (E: the 5th scale 

degree in A minor), and an even fainter octave above G3 (a 7th scale degree step in A 

minor).  Though barely audible, this is followed by a broken octave beginning on his 

extended-range low D upward (scale degree 2-3), which, again, emphasizes the 11th scale 

degree (Figure 46):  
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Figure 46 Bass 11th scale degree 

	  

It must be kept in mind that this musical statement sounds one octave lower than it is 

written, creating a very sonorous, resonant, low frequency. Haslip’s astute use of a very 

subtle dynamic allows his performance to blend with near stealth into the overall 

soundscape. 

 At 1:05.50, Miller enters under Haslip’s last few tapped G3s, himself executing a 

gentle crescendo on G3 that continues to ring under Haslip’s resounding low D2-C2, both 

instruments trailing off in near-perfect sync. After a very brief pause, however, Miller 

continues	  on	  with a crescendo on E3, producing a harmonic on E5 that matches a faint 

remnant of the same note ringing in “Crossmod,” as it fades. This occurs right at the 

transition point of a new section, and the introduction of Metaphysical Function’s 

snapshot “The Help 17,” with its contrasting low rumble and tonal center of B, that 

crossfades with “Crossmod” at 1:15.19 (Figure 47): 
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Figure 47 Track crossfades at 1:15.19  

	  

	  
At 1:27.22, a sound akin to an old factory steam whistle, enters abruptly, just as 

“The Help 17” is nearing its peak volume2. The sound, and its placement in the stereo 

field, gives a sense of broad spatial depth, especially as it pans, in tempo, from hard left 

to hard right. It was strategically positioned to create an abrupt contrast to what preceded 

it, and what was to follow. It serves as an unexpected warning; an alarm intended to 

shock the listener out of any possible complacent state, and to immediate attention. What 

enhances the tension and discomfort, is its tonal center of F, which, when contrasted with 

the simultaneously playing snapshot, “The Help 17,” creates an unsettling tritone (flat 

five/augmented fourth interval). Both sounds play until 1:51.24 at which point, they 

begin a slow and steady fade as the snapshot, “Enosin,” gradually begins to rise at 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  I have not been able to recall the exact name of the snapshot, nor which of Reaktor’s sound generators or synthesizers 
produced this sound. It was selected from an older version of Reaktor that, according the company, Native Instruments, 
may have had snapshots that are no longer included in newer versions with which I am working. Due to the airy nature 
of the sound, my suspicion is that it was generated by an early version of Reaktor’s synthesizer, Steampipe.	  
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2:05.84, establishing the tone and character of the third section of the piece: a sonic 

metaphor of the ultimate state of weightlessness (Figure 48):  

Figure 48 Track crossfades at 2:05.84 

	  

 
Based in the key of E major, “Enosin” appears to be Native Instruments’ tribute to 

composer, Brian Eno. This Eno-esque, ethereal, floating snapshot, based on a sine wave, 

loops in long and graceful gestures for one minute and forty-four seconds, beginning its 

decrescendo at 3:22.38, and reaching silence at 3:49.16. 

 Prior to “Enosin’s” descent, Metaphysical Function’s snapshot, “Meditation 1,” a 

polytonal, semi-metallic wash, begins its crossfading upward trajectory, reaching its peak 

at 3:33.43. Though its appearance is brief, it functions as an important transitionary 

element to the final section of the composition, which is established by Metaphysical 

Function’s snapshot, “String Dance 77,” beginning its crossfade ascent at 3:43.28 

(Figure 49). 
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Figure 49 Track crossfades at 3:43.28  

	  

  
First encountered without bass accompaniment, “String Dance 77’s” oscillating 

high string sonority, descending and ascending from G5 to D4 and back to G5, juxtaposes 

an ascending/descending oscillating cello sonority between A2 to B2. Due to the complex, 

morphing nature of the snapshot, including untimed delays and other effects processing, I 

found an accurate harmonic spelling of the resulting implied chordal cluster elusive, 

though the basic tonal centers of F, E minor, and C were determined by the occasional 

bass notes that appear in the electric bass, and also found inherently in the synthesized 

sound. The loop, of asymmetrical length, regularly superimposing itself onto itself, does 

not recycle at predictable time coordinates relevant to the tempo. At an approximate 

tempo of 94 beats per minute, a simplified example of a portion of the sequence appears 

as follows (Figure 50). 
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Figure 50 “String Dance 77” transcription with electric bass 

 

I crossfaded two tracks of “String Dance 77” at approximately 4:27 in order to 

maintain a smooth musical flow as a means to an appropriate end trajectory. Considering 

the undulating, metamorphosing nature of both snapshots, it was challenging to achieve a 

smooth and seamless transition, both on the crossfade in, and crossfade out, both 
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requiring precision alignment, balanced with well-timed movement of both track faders. 

“String Dance 77’s” two tracks, and their relationship to the various bass entrances can 

be seen in the graphic representation of the track layout below (Figure 51): 

Figure 51 Track crossfades at 4:27 

 

  
Throughout this crossfaded section and beyond, Haslip executes perfectly-placed 

bass entrances with precision and discernment born of experience and garnered musical 

wisdom; often small touches and light sonic textures aided by the tasteful, non-gratuitous 

use of added effects. The same can be said of Miller’s thoughtful choice of placement and 

content, sometimes mirroring Haslips’ statements, always sensitive to the continually 

transforming musical and emotional substance of the morphing loop. An example of both 

can be seen and heard between 4:50 and 5:23. Of particular musical note, is Miller’s use 

of anticipation at 5:04, which pulls the listener toward a welcomed resolution of the 

major seventh, B, to the tonic, C (Figure 52): 
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Figure 52 Track crossfades and solo dialog between 4:50 and 5:23 

 

  
Haslip highlights a moment of particular harmonic interest by moving the bass 

note, F, down to D (scale degrees 4 to 2 in the key of C, with the implied harmonic 

progression being F-Dm7-Em) at 5:30, eventually resolving back to C (Figure 53): 

Figure 53 Track crossfades and bass waveform at 5:30 
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Another moment of interest is Mike Miller’s reiteration of the major 7th in a 

variated form, both in register (high) and in the fact that he does not resolve the 

anticipation this time, but lets it ring at 5:58. This is followed by a conversational 

declaration by Haslip at 6:02 (Figure 54): 

Figure 54 Electric bass and electric guitar dialog at 5:58 

 

 As I have noticed throughout the performance of “String Dance 77,” a distant 

French horn sonority is evident beginning at approximately at 6:10, adding a noble, 

heroic sentiment to the orchestration (Notice the resulting increased size in the waveform 

in Figure 55, that is characteristically produced by the overtones of a French Horn):	  
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Figure 55 French horn sonority in waveform at 6:10 

 

 A subtle cascade of overlapping tracks at 6:42 marks the beginning of the final 

descent of the piece, first, with Mike Miller’s statement of a high G and A (5th and 6th 

scale degrees) at its peak volume level in this movement, while the event is contrasted 

with a simultaneous slow crescendo of snapshot, “Harold Pud,” with its soft metallic, 

wave-like undulations, as “String Dance 77” slowly fades to infinity (Figure 56):  

Figure 56 Ending at 6:42  
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Musically, all seems as it should be: a slow, floating evaporation into the void of 

deep space, intended to reassure the listener of the expectancy of closure; that is, until 

Miller gets the unanticipated last word, with an introspective musical interjection that 

leaves the listener in a sudden state of ethereality and unresolve; again, suspended and 

questioning, though his point/counterpoint hypothesis unknowingly serves as a bridge, an 

emotional and intellectual preparatory gesture for what is to be confronted in the 

movement that follows…  
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Figure 57 MOTU digital delay settings for electric bass 
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Figure 58 MOTU digital delay settings for electric guitar 
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Personnel 
All synthesizers and programming: Joseph Curiale 
Electric Bass: Jimmy Haslip 
Electric Guitar: Mike Miller 
Engineered by: Joseph Curiale and Joe Vannelli`  
Second Engineer: Joe Primeau 
Produced and arranged by: Joseph Curiale 
 
Song Data 
Meter: Free 
Tempo: Free (effects synchronized to 120 bpm) 
Duration: 7 minutes 28 seconds 
 
Technical Data 
Tracks: 15 virtual synthesized tracks – 10 audio tracks (5 electric bass/5 electric guitar) 
Synthesizers: Reaktor (Native Instruments) 
Electric Bass Guitar: Roscoe Six-String Amber (Jimmy Haslip Signature Model) 
Electric Fretless Bass: Roscoe Six-String Birdseye (Jimmy Haslip Signature Model) 
Bass effects: Line 6 DL4 Delay/Multi Effects Unit - Line 6 MM4 Modulation Effects 
Pedal, Motu Digital Delay 
Electric Guitar: custom Stratocaster built by Jim Tyler 
Guitar Amplifier: THD Plexi 50 vacuum-tube guitar amplifier 
Guitar Speaker Cabinet: THD 2x12 
Effects: Ibanez Tube Screamer 
Microphones: Shure SM57 dynamic microphone in combination with a Cascade Fathead 
II Ribbon microphone 
 
Synthesizer Preset Information 
Reaktor-Metaphysical Function: CROSSMOD 1-32 TK1 
Reaktor-Metaphysical Function: CROSSMOD 1-32 TK2 
Reaktor-Metaphysical Function: THE HELP 17 
Reaktor-Metaphysical Function: TONE HANGER.V1? 
Reaktor-Metaphysical Function: ENO SINE 1-30 
Reaktor-Metaphysical Function: MEDITATION1-069 
Reaktor-Metaphysical Function: STRING DANCE-01 
Reaktor-Metaphysical Function: STRING DANCE-02 
Reaktor-Metaphysical Function: HAROLD PUD 009 
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IV. RESONANT TRAJECTORY: MOVEMENT III 

It was a sound patch, “Hi-Pass Pulse Pad,” found in the virtual synthesizer, 

impOSCar2, which gave me the initial inspiration to compose the third movement of the 

overall composition, Resonant Trajectories. Though its title, Resonant Trajectory, is 

nearly the same as that of the larger work, it differs in that it not only signifies the 

specific path of the Voyager mission, as compared to the larger work being a collection 

of six sound trajectories, the main sound patch is, in fact, very resonant, as are many of 

the other analog-modeled sounds that orchestrate the piece. 

impOSCar2 is a virtual, analog-modeled synthesizer created by software 

designers of the UK-based company, G-Force, based on the original hardware synthesizer, 

OSCar, which was designed by Chris Hugget and Anthony Harrison-Griffin, and 

manufactured by the Oxford Synthesiser Company from 1983-1985. Only 2000 were 

made. Though similar to the now-classic early monophonic synthesizers that were a vital 

sound component of Progressive Rock and beyond, (Minimoog and Arp Odyssey), OSCar 

differed in several ways, in part, having been equipped with MIDI (Musical Instrument 

Digital Interface), a memory of 24 patches (the Minimoog and Arp Odyssey had no patch 

memory), and an elementary sequencer. 

Modeled to emulate the rich, fat analog sound of the original OSCar, G-Force’s 

impOSCar2 succeeded in that goal, but added so much more, such as onboard effects 

(reverb, delay, multiple chorus modes, etc.), a more elaborate and comprehensive 

arpeggiator, 13 wave forms and 9 filter types to select from, polyphony, keyboard 

velocity response and aftertouch, and an onboard sound library of more than 1,000 
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patches. Figure 59 is an image of the original OSCar, and Figure 60, an image of G-

Force’s impOSCar2, configured with the patch Hi-Pass Pulse Pad.  

 
Figure 59 Oxford Synthesiser Company’s original OSCar synthesizer 

 

 

Figure 60 GForce’s impOSCar2 virtual synthesizer (“Hi-Pass Pulse Pad” preset) 
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This Third Movement, Resonant Trajectory, begins with a sequenced pattern of 

eighth notes played on G2. While scrolling through the long list of sound patches, testing 

out impOSCar2 for the first time, I had come upon “Hi-Pass Pulse Pad,” pressed the G2 

key, and became mesmerized by both the sound and the sequence. Continuing to hold 

down the G2 key, I began to add a progression of major and minor thirds below it, and 

the effect became even more hypnotic and gratifying. The tempo of 120 bpm helps to 

align the listener to the movement’s relaxing pulse, further heightening the effectiveness 

of the soothing groove that is established from the downbeat (Figure 61): 

Figure 61 “Hi-Pass Pulse Pad” transcription 
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“Hi-Pass Pulse Pad” remains the solo voice for the first seventeen measures of the 

movement. The next three synthesized voices that enter at measure 18 are Blade’s 

“Untitled Long” (Figure 62 and 63), Sylenth’s “101 Chilipad” (Figure 64 and 65), and 

Omnisphere’s “Adagio Transparent Strings Warm” (Figure 66-69).  

Figure 62 Blade’s “Untitled Long” basic settings 

 

Figure 63 Blade’s “Untitled Long” EFX settings 
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Figure 64 Sylenth’s “Chilipad” Part A settings 

 

 
Figure 65 Sylenth’s “Chilipad” Part B settings 
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Figure 66 Omnisphere’s “Adagio Transparent Strings Warm” Main settings 

 

Figure 67 “Adagio Transparent Strings Warm” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 68 “Adagio Transparent Strings Warm” FX settings (Layer A) 

 

Figure 69 “Adagio Transparent Strings Warm” FX settings (Common) 
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Though these three different presets are derived from three different virtual 

synthesizers, they are combined to serve as one slowly oscillating string-like sonority that 

adds a dreamy atmosphere, intended to elevate the track at that point in the sequence, 

suggesting an ascension. 

 Electric bassist, Jimmy Haslip, utilizes the combined, floating synthesizer pad as a 

soft and expressive foundation on which to place his lyrical and emotional electric bass 

improvisation. His virtuosic command gives him the freedom to play significantly behind 

the beat, which not only allows his spontaneous invention to stand out as highly relevant, 

it enhances the continually transforming soundscape evolving above, below, and around 

his introspective, conversational musical statement (Figure 70). 

 

Figure 70 Electric bass solo at measure 18 

 

Haslip performs a subtle counterpoint to the above solo on an overdubbed track of 

bass effects channeled through the Line 6 DL4 Delay/Multi Effects Unit. The delay 

effects offer a well-selected, improvised contrast to the lyricism of his solo, shown in 

Figure 70, gently reminding the listener that the environment surrounding the solo is one 

that is alien and seemingly endless. Haslip’s final, of three statements made between 

measures 21 and 33, is akin to a far-off electronic communication transmission. What 
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makes this understated part stand out, are the digital delay-induced repetitions, which 

Haslip places on the tonic C in the bass’s extreme register, the combination enhancing the 

other-worldliness of the movement in time and place. An approximation of the dry signal 

performed by Haslip between measures 29-33 (without the delay feedback) is notated in 

Figure 71. 

Figure 71 Electric bass EFX solo at measure 29 

 

Blue’s preset, “Gatorlized Sweep,” interrupts the floating reverie at measure 26 

(:49) with a message that serves a two-fold purpose, one being a representation of a 

communication from afar; contact, reminiscent of a Morse Code-styled pulse (Figure 

72): 

Figure 72 Blue’s “Gatorlized Sweep” transcription at measure 26 

 

The secondary, but certainly not lesser purpose, is that the preset serves as a prominent 

sound and rhythmic entity that seemingly comes out of nowhere, to help solidify the 

rhythmic feel (the “groove”), taking it one syncopated step further from what “Hi-Pass 

Pulse Pad” had initially established. “Gatorlized Sweep” continues to appear throughout 

the piece in both capacities. Figures 73 and 74, display the various levels of Blue’s 

preset’s sound and effects parameters: 
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Figure 73 Blue’s “Gatorlized Sweep” basic settings 

 

Figure 74 Blue’s “Gatorlized Sweep” FX settings 

 

  
At measure 28 (exactly 53 seconds into the movement), Blade’s preset, “Plucky 

Ambience” enters with its own two-fold purpose. Its 16th note pattern bounces across the 

stereo field, synchronized to the tempo of 120 bpm, further intensifying the underlying 
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rhythmic motion of the composition, and adding to the sense of spatial depth through this 

oscillating movement. The second purpose is more far-reaching, related to the recurring 

use of open fourths and fifths in many of this composer’s compositions, which has helped 

establish somewhat of a sonic signature (Figure 75): 

Figure 75 “Plucky Ambience” transcription at measure 28 

 

Its preset’s sound and effects parameters are displayed in Figure 76 and 77. 

Figure 76 Blade’s “Plucky Ambience” basic settings 
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Figure 77 Blade’s “Plucky Ambience” FX settings 

 

 
The open 5ths (in two octaves) of Blade’s “Plucky Ambience” are superimposed 

on the open 4ths of impOSCar2’s “Rising Fives Unison” (Figure 78):  

Figure 78 impOSCar2’s “Rising Fives Unison” transcription 

 

Both of the above presets are additionally superimposed upon the core preset, “Hi Pass 

Pulse Pad,” which contains both perfect fourth and perfect fifth intervals (Figure 79):	  

Figure 79 impOSCar2’s “Hi Pass Pulse Pad” transcription 

 

At 57 seconds into the movement (mm30), just preceding Predator’s “Synth 

Timp Bright” tympani hit (Figure 80), combined with MOTU’s Mach Five “Timpani” hit 

(Figure 81), a large, descending synth sweep is heard from Omnisphere’s “Nostalgia 

Polyglider” (Figure 82-84). 
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Figure 80 Predator’s “Synth Timp Bright” basic settings 

 

Figure 81 MOTU’s Mach Five “Timpani” basic settings 
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Figure 82 Omnisphere’s “Nostalgia Polyglider” Main settings 

 

Figure 83 Omnisphere’s “Nostalgia Polyglider” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 84 Omnisphere’s “Nostalgia Polyglider” EFX settings (Common) 

 
 

The earlier noted preset combination of Blade’s “Untitled Long,” Sylenth’s “101 

Chilipad,” and Omnisphere’s “Adagio Transparent Strings Warm” executes a 

decrescendo from measure 32-36, leaving impOSCar2’s “Hi-Pass Pulse Pad” to continue 

as the basis of the sequence, with imOSCar2’s “Fat Unison Circles” and Blade’s “Plucky 

Ambience” as textural embellishments. At measure 41 (1:19), impOSCar2’s “New Fat 

Pad” and Blade’s “Untitled Long” make a new melodic statement (Figure 85): 

Figure 85 “Untitled Long” melodic statement at measure 41 
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And, at measure 47 (1:32) impOSCar2’s “Rising Fives Unison” states a variation of its 

earlier entrance at measure 28 (:53) (Figure 86): 

Figure 86 “Rising Fives Unison” variation at measure 47 

 
  

A new rhythmic voice, Blade’s “Ecompo Mynotron-1,” is introduced at measure 

56 (1:49) and continues its underlying mantric chant until measure 90 (2:57), establishing 

itself as one of two significant voices at this part of the sequence (Figure 87): 

Figure 87 “Ecompo Mynotron-1” transcription at measure 56 

 

In addition to its rhythmic significance, it evokes some qualities of a human voice in 

conversation, which, along with the Morse Code quality of Blue’s “Gatorlized Sweep,” 

reemphasizes that some kind of contact is trying to be made. The oscillating, synthesized 

effect reflects the mutation of the communication signal from afar. Special attention 

should be given to the arpeggiator’s velocity parameters at the bottom of Blade’s 

faceplate, which, in conjunction with the applied onboard stereo delay and phasing 

effects, helps give the pattern its “funky” syncopation and conversational quality (Figure 

88 and 89):  
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Figure 88 Blade’s “Ecompo Mynotron-1” basic settings 

 

Figure 89 Blade’s “Ecompo Mynotron-1” FX settings 

 

Blade’s “Angels” takes over as the primary melodic voice for a four-bar 

“breakdown” beginning at measure 60, working in tandem with Blade’s “Ecompo 

Mynotron-1,” to create a musical and emotional cleansing of the aural pallet (Figure 90):  
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Figure 90 Four-bar “breakdown” at measure 60 

 

Both presets continue to play counterpoint to “Hi-Pass Pulse Pad” from measure 65-75. 

Figures 91-92 display the basic parameters and effects of Blade’s “Angels.” 

Figure 91 Blade’s “Angels” basic settings 

 

Figure 92 Blade’s “Angels” FX settings 
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Blade’s “Rings” joins “Ecompo Mynotron-1” and “Angels” as its nearly 

transparent, atmospheric presence oscillates and morphs in crescendos and decrescendos 

from measures 60-74 (Figure 93). 

Figure 93 Blade’s “Rings” basic settings 

 

Figure 94 Blade’s “Rings” FX settings 

 

 
At measure 65, “Hi-Pass Pulse Pad” restates its earlier harmonic and rhythmic 

sequence (see Figure 61 above), setting up the final section of the piece. Blue’s 
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“Gatorized Sweep” reappears as well, in multiple attempts to establish “contact” from 

measure 72-78, 86-90, to a last effort from 96-124, while Blade’s “Plucky Ambience’s” 

return serves as a meaningful rhythmic and sonic bridge of aural interest, as the preceding 

musical phrase reaches its cadence and waits to continue its dialog.  

The very subtle, angelic vocal emulation of Omnisphere’s “Vox Pad Mellow Velo 

Oos,” that softly begins its crescendo at measure 74, calls to mind a beatific realm born in 

the mind of a spiritual disciple’s musings, while peering reverently into the heavenly 

night sky (Figure 95-99). 

Figure 95 Omnisphere’s “Vox Pad Mellow Velo Oos” Main settings 
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Figure 96 Omnisphere’s “Vox Pad Mellow Velo Oos” Layer A settings 

 

Figure 97 Omnisphere’s “Vox Pad Mellow Velo Oos” Layer B settings 
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Figure 98 Omnisphere’s “Vox Pad Mellow Velo Oos” FX settings (Layer A) 

 

Figure 99 Omnisphere’s “Vox Pad Mellow Velo Oos” FX settings (Layer B) 
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At this place and time in the sequence, the string-like sonority, unlike its original 

statement in the A section of the piece, is not a combination of three presets, but is the 

expression of the solitary “Untitled Long.” Steeped in melancholy, this solo voice creates 

a more vivid depiction of the emptiness, introspection, and undulating emotional flush 

experienced by a lone explorer traveling through an endless sea of uncharted isolation, as 

if the emotion itself was, somehow, a warm, reassuring, yet, distant recollection.  

Electric bassists, Jimmy Haslip, returns with a poignant commentary after having 

stepped back to assess the musical context that transpired since his earlier statement in 

this movement. The conclusion he draws and thoughtfully expresses exudes great insight 

and meaning, and he delivers his thesis with eloquence and intelligence. The transcription 

of the first part of Haslip’s statement is a rhythmic approximation, since he took artistic 

liberty in his improvisation to play with the time, pushing and pulling the beat for 

conversational and emotional effect (Figure 100): 

Figure 100 Electric bass solo at measure 80 
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The dramatic timpani hit on the downbeat of measure 86 signifies that a new 

mood, attitude, and resolve are in play from this moment onward. To help establish this 

new foundation, several new sounds are added to bolster the bottom frequencies. 

Predator’s “Bass From the Deep” is a low, muted bass sound that pulses somewhat in 

sync with the tempo of 120bpm, though it is nearly imperceptible without very 

consciously soloing the performance for verification (Figure 101).  

Figure 101 Predator’s “Bass From the Deep” basic settings 

 

 
Predator’s dance-oriented “Arp: Sim SA Chord” is an arpeggiated, 16th note bass 

preset that adds intensity, motion and more sonic depth to the new, overall bass synthesis, 

and is a compliment to “Bass From the Deep” (Figure 102). 
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Figure 102 Predator’s “Arp: Sim SA Chord” basic settings 

 

 
The final addition to the new multi-layered bass sonority is Omnisphere’s 

“Alternative Fuel Bass,” which is a very apt name since the new bass combination is 

meant to fuel and propel Voyager and its metaphoric sequence with greater power and 

intensity. The product of two separate sound sources, and designed with multi-

functionality in mind, this preset has several unique personality traits, the most prominent 

being the classic Minimoog-styled bass sound performing a sequenced 8th note pulse 

pattern that slowly oscillates and pans back and forth across the stereo field. There also 

remains a distinct yet distant impression of a shadow-like 16th note pulse pattern 

underlying the sonic sequence as well, whose effect is, perhaps, a consequence of the 

delay settings and other onboard spatial effects processes. (Figure 103-106). 
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Figure 103 Omnisphere’s “Alternative Fuel Bass” Main settings 

 

Figure 104 Omnisphere’s “Alternative Fuel Bass” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 105 Omnisphere’s “Alternative Fuel Bass” Edit Layer B settings 

 

Figure 106 Omnisphere’s “Alternative Fuel Bass” FX settings 
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Though the basic tonal center of Resonant Trajectory is C minor, the occasional E 

natural in “Alternative Fuel Bass’s” “popcorn-sounding” 8th note sequenced pattern that 

is layered above the bass sound, adds a bit of variety, though it is not prominent enough 

to even notice. It is overshadowed by the open fifths that play from measure 86 to the end, 

in addition to the improvisations of both electric bassist, Jimmy Haslip, and electric 

guitarist, Mike Miller, that reinforce the key of C minor. 

It must be noted that several synthesizers, previously not heard from, are 

Waldorf’s Largo, and its preset, “Solaris,” a “starry-sounding,” arpeggiated, tempo-

locked pulse, which adds its own unique color and shimmering effect to the collective 

dialog from measure 96 to the end (not pictured).  

Two other new sonorities that work together to create a unique contrapuntal bell 

part are Sylenth’s “Key Glassy” from Lennar Digital (Figure 107-108), and 

Minimonsta’s “IDM Bells” from GForce (Figure 109). 
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Figure 107 Sylenth’s “Key Glassy” Part A settings 

 

Figure 108 Sylenth’s “Key Glassy” Part B settings 
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Figure 109 Minimonsta’s “IDM Bells” basic settings 

 

 

With the addition of “Solaris,” “Key Glassy,” and “IDM Bells,” along with the 

three new bass presets, every previously heard track except three, “Rings,” “Chilipad,” 

and “Adagio Transparent Strings,” plays during this final section, at one point or another. 

The final musical statement is made by Omnisphere’s “Nostalgia Polyglider” in a large, 

descending, sweeping gesture that signifies the conclusion of the piece. All of the above 

can be seen in Resonant Trajectory’s track layout below (Figure 110): 
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Figure 110 Resonant Trajectory’s track layout 

 

 
The following transcription is the improvisational exchange between the electric 

bass and electric guitar from measure 86 (2:48) to the end of the movement (Figure 111). 

It must be kept in mind that only the dry signal is notated, the basic notes played, minus 

the addition of the repeated notes generated through the use of the applied stereo delays, 

chorusing, and other effects that create complex, audible rhythmic movement in the 

finished recording.  
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Figure 111 Solo dialog between the electric bass and electric guitar from measure 86  
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Haslip’s heavily metamorphosed bass effects track makes its reappearance at 

measure 87 (2:50) with an otherworldly-sounding augmented 4th loop between A natural 

and D sharp. Both the quality of sound of the effected loop, and the interval itself, add an 

element of subtle foreboding to the sonic terrain, which is fitting, given the unknowns 

that surround the unforgiving environment of an uncharted deep space mission. Haslip 

follows this with another effort to make contact by means of the previously attempted, 
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pulsating, Morse Code-styled message at measure 92 (3:00), which appears to go 

unnoticed in the midst of the one-pointed, full-throttled sequence on its determined 

forward trajectory. 

The next effected bass statement is initiated at measure 99, beat 3 (3:15); a rather 

odd intervallic spread, not only in how it works against the C minor tonality, but in and of 

itself (Figure 112): 

Figure 112 Bass intervallic spread at 3:15 

 

Again, Haslip adds a touch of shrewdly appropriated dissonance to the soundscape to 

continually remind the listener of the ever-present potential for anomalous technical 

dissension, or even psychological or emotional instability induced by the vacuous, 

merciless milieu. Like the musical statements that precede this one, it unfolds in a series 

of self-referred feedback loops that give the impression of mounting chaos, though the 

evolving patterns do, in fact, follow a predictable and quantifiable mathematical formula. 

Likewise, the fourth effected bass entrance at measure 106, beat 2 (3:28:50) is another 

communication attempt whose morphing tempo adds subtle friction to the highly 

mechanized main rhythmic engine of the sequence that remains steadfast in its locked 

tempo of 120 bpm. In contrast to the rhythmic dissonance, the performance, executed on 
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the note F2, adds some measure of stability and consistency, both complementing and 

reinforcing the overall use of perfect 4ths and perfect 5ths throughout the movement.   

Furthering the move toward rootedness and grounding, the effected bass’s fifth 

declaration is stated with a root and minor third (C and Eb) beginning at measure 109, 

beat 4, channeled through the same rhythmic and audio morphing effect. The calm is 

short-lived, though, when Haslip returns to the alarming-sounding loop, similar to his 

entrance at measure 87 (2:50), though straightening out the augmented interval this time 

with the resonant intervallic spread noted at measure 113, beat 4 (3:43:50) (Figure 113): 

Figure 113 Bass intervallic spread at 3:43:50 

 

While tenths tend to be especially resonant on a bass, this major tonality, set against the 

general minor tonality, once again creates a measure of discord and uneasiness.  

Along with “Nostalgia Polyglider’s” final descending sweep, and Mike Miller’s 

electric guitar, Jimmy Haslip’s electric bass effects track can be heard making its last 

effort to establish contact at measure 120, beat 2 (3:56), trailing off like the increasingly 

weakening pulses of a far-off, fading, electronic communiqué. Miller joins Haslip in his 

own last attempt to connect after making a final melodic statement, sending out regular 

pulses of sound waves centered on middle C, while Haslip plays as series of F’s of 

roughly two beats each, preserving the interval of a fourth to the end (Figure 114): 
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Figure 114 Electric bass and electric guitar end dialog at measure 125 
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Figure 115 MOTU digital delay settings for electric bass 
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Figure 116 MOTU digital delay settings for electric guitar 
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Personnel 
All synthesizers and programming: Joseph Curiale 
Electric Bass: Jimmy Haslip 
Electric Guitar: Mike Miller 
Engineered by: Joseph Curiale and Joe Vannelli 
Second Engineer: Joe Primeau 
Produced and arranged by: Joseph Curiale 
 
Song Data 
Meter: 4/4 
Tempo: 120 bpm 
Length: 129 bars 
Duration: 4 minutes 18 seconds 
 
Technical Data 
Tracks: 22 virtual synthesized tracks – 3 audio tracks (2 electric bass/1 electric guitar) 
Synthesizers: OSCar, Minimonsta (GFrorce), Predator, Blue, Blade (Rob Papen), Sylenth 
(Lennar Digital), Largo (Waldorf), Omnisphere (Spectrasonics) 
Electric Bass Guitar: Roscoe Six-String Amber (Jimmy Haslip Signature Model) 
Electric Fretless Bass: Roscoe Six-String Birdseye (Jimmy Haslip Signature Model) 
Bass effects: Line 6 DL4 Delay/Multi Effects Unit and MM4 Modulation Effects Pedal, 
Motu Delay 
 
Synthesizer Preset Information 
impOSCar2-HI PASS PULSE PAD 
impOSCar2-RISING FIVES UNISON 
impOSCar2-FAT UNISON CIRCLES 
impOSCar2-NEW FAT PAD 
Blade-Intro 043 UNTITLED LONG 
Blade-Roy 01 074 PLUCKY AMBIENCE 
Blade-Intro 047 ANGELS 
Blade-Intro 125 RINGS 
Blade-Intro 091 ECOMPO MYNOTRON-1 
Blue-GATORIZED SWEEP 
Predator-Intro 038 SYNTH TIMP BRIGHT 
Predator-Intro 087 BASS FROM THE DEEP 
Predator-02 DANCE 01 048 ARP: SIM SA CHORD 
Sylenth1-101 CHILIPAD 
Sylenth1-163 KEY GLASSY 
Largo-SOLARIS 
Minimonsta-IDM BELLS 
Omnisphere-ADAGIO TRANSPARENT STRINGS 
Omnisphere-NOSTALGIA POLYGLIDER 
Omnisphere-VOX PAD MELLOW VELO 
Omnisphere-ALTERNATIVE FUEL BASS 
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Synthesizer Preset Information (continued) 
Motu MACH FIVE 
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V. SOLAR WINDS: MOVEMENT IV 

 Solar Winds is a very subtle essay, a metaphoric, sonic poem meant to echo the 

Voyager spacecraft riding the soft undulations of the weakening waves of solar winds as 

they slowly dissipate in the far reaches of deep space. But the work has greater meaning. 

It is a meditation whose purpose is to evoke tranquility and bliss. Non-judgment. It is 

designed to bring about the conditions favorable for deep introspection, self-reflection, 

and a purification of body, mind, and spirit.  

 Three virtual synthesizers were used to create this soundscape: Reaktor’s Mikro 

Prism and Photone (Native Instruments), and Spectrasonic’s Omnisphere, requiring a 

total of seven tracks. No outboard effects were added to the patches. All effects were 

inherent to the individual factory presets, with the exception of Mikro Prism’s “Northpole 

Nights,” whose parameters I adjusted in real-time during recording (Figure 117): 

 
Figure 117 Solar Winds track layout 

 

 
Mikro Prism’s “Northpole Nights,” an airy, chilling, wind-like effect, makes the 

opening statement, moving slowly from silence to a dramatic crescendo, then dissipating, 

repeating this undulating wave-like gesture (in various degrees) several times. I was able 
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to achieve the expressive ebb and flow of the sound by adjusting the “bend” slider slowly 

from left to right, and then right to left while recording (Figure 118). 

Figure 118 Mikro Prism’s “Northpole Nights” basic settings 

 

 
Though it is a bit difficult to speak in terms of a “tonal center” when analyzing the 

white-noise dominated preset, “Northpole Nights,” several pitches can be considered. 

The note “A” is easily identifiable as the basis for the first entrance. At measure 10, beat 

4 (00:19.50), “D” becomes the dominant pitch, once again re-establishing the interval of 

a 4th as an important sonority throughout the multi-movement work. The final pitch stated 

at measure 19 (00:36) is “C,” which slowly fades after my final improvisation, melting 

into Omnisphere’s “Cosmic Debris” as it slowly rises to prominence. 

Despite the fact that “Cosmic Debris” is only a single-layered preset, it still has 

the characteristics of a highly complex, multi-layered sound. That impression is 

reinforced in the way that it slowly modulates, mutates, and remains in a continual state 

of transformation, due to its slow attack and long sustain settings, together with the 

slowly modulating low-frequency oscillator, large room setting of the reverb, and its long 

decay time (Figure 119-122). 
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Figure 119 Omnisphere’s “Cosmic Debris’s” Main settings 

 

Figure 120 Omnisphere’s “Cosmic Debris’s” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 121 Omnisphere’s “Cosmic Debris’s” FX settings (Layer A)  

 

Figure 122 Omnisphere’s “Cosmic Debris’s” FX settings (Common) 
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 “Cosmic Debris” is first audible at measure 24 (00:46) as it slowly emerges out of 

“Northpole Night’s” evaporating mist. However faint at the outset, the note “E” is clearly 

distinguishable, though it is not immediately apparent whether the “E” is a part of a C 

major tonality, given that the last established note before its entrance was a “C,” or it has 

established a tonal center of “E.” Since the whole movement is performed in “free time,” 

it takes a few seconds to come to the realization that the tonal center is, in fact, “E,” 

though it cannot be determined whether it is a major or minor tonality, even after the 

entrance of the two notes that follow (B and F#). Those two notes give additional 

credence to there being no clear major or minor tonal center, but develop and further 

reinforce the recurring intervals of perfect fourth and perfect fifths, which lend an open, 

modal, non-tonal-centric sonic quality to the movement’s character (Figure 123): 

Figure 123 “Cosmic Debris” is first entrance at measure 24  

 

This modal spell is unexpectedly broken with the entrance of Omnisphere’s 

ethereal “Angel’s Whisper,” which plays a slowly rising and descending C triad in the 

second inversion underneath “Cosmic Debris’s melody note, E, and then moves to a D 

triad in the second inversion underneath “Cosmic Debris’s” melody notes A and D, 

establishing a solid cadence to the key of G, the key of E major, or the key of E minor. 

However, the payoff is deferred when “Cosmic Debris’s” melody note resolves to a solo 
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“B,” which continues to leave the underlying harmony and key center a mystery. The 

sequence from measure 24 through 47 (00:46-01:34) is noted below (Figure 124):  

 
Figure 124 “Cosmic Debris” - “Angel’s Whisper” dialog at measure 24 

 

 

Figure 125 Omnisphere’s “Angel’s Whisper” Main settings 
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Figure 126 Omnisphere’s “Angel’s Whisper” Edit Layer A settings 

 

Figure 127 Omnisphere’s “Angel’s Whisper” FX settings (Common) 
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After a few seconds, though, the new key center is revealed to be E major, with 

the introduction of a new sound patch, Omnisphere’s “Baba Vowelizer” at measure 48, 

beat 3 (1:35) Its subtle, yet intricate nature clearly suggests E major (Figure 128): 

Figure 128 Omnisphere’s “Cosmic Debris - “Baba Vowelizer” dialog at 1:35 

 

Figure 129 Omnisphere’s “Baba Vowelizer” Main settings 
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Figure 130 Omnisphere’s “Baba Vowelizer” Edit Layer A settings 

 

Figure 131 Omnisphere’s “Baba Vowelizer” Edit Layer B settings 
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Figure 132 Omnisphere’s “Baba Vowelizer” FX settings (Layer A) 

 

Figure 133 Omnisphere’s “Baba Vowelizer” FX settings (Layer B) 
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Figure 134 Omnisphere’s “Baba Vowelizer” FX settings (Common) 

 

“Cosmic Debris” and “Baba Vowelizer” continue their delicate dialog 

uninterrupted until measure 65 (02:08) when Reaktor’s synthesizer, Photone and its 

preset, “Sand,” reveals its soothing presence. Despite its very understated character, its 

addition to an already enchanting sound palette, adds transcendental depth of emotion, 

and a more expansive spatial dimension that evokes an aura of divinity. 

The final musical statement leaves the listener in a state of introspection and 

unresolve, left pensively questioning the unknown, questioning the self, questioning 

everything. The sound that elicit this emotional state is a lovely combination of Photone’s 

preset, “Sand,” Omnisphere’s “Cosmic Debris,” and two new sounds: Omnisphere’s 

“Ambient Humwhistle Pad,” and “Analog Chimes” (Figure 135-142).  
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Figure 135 Omnisphere’s “Ambient Humwhistle Pad” Main settings 

 

Figure 136 Omnisphere’s “Ambient Humwhistle Pad” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 137 Omnisphere’s “Ambient Humwhistle Pad” Edit Layer B settings 

 
 
Figure 138 Omnisphere’s “Ambient Humwhistle Pad” FX settings (Common) 
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Figure 139 Omnisphere’s “Analog Chimes” Main settings 

 

(Figure 140) Omnisphere’s “Analog Chimes” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 141 Omnisphere’s “Analog Chimes” Edit Layer B settings 

 

Figure 142 Omnisphere’s “Analog Chimes” FX settings (Common) 
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Personnel 
All synthesizers and programming: Joseph Curiale 
Engineered by: Joseph Curiale and Joe Vannelli 
Second Engineer: Joe Primeau 
Produced and arranged by: Joseph Curiale 
 
Song Data 
Meter: Free 
Tempo: Free (effects synchronized to 120 bpm) 
Length: 129 bars 
Duration: 4 minutes 18 seconds 
 
Technical Data 
Tracks: 7 virtual synthesizer tracks 
Synthesizers: Reaktor Mikro Prism, Reaktor Photone (Native Instruments) Omnisphere 
(Spectrasonics) 
 
Synthesizer Preset Information 
Reaktor5-1 Mikro Prism-NORTHPOLE NIGHTS 
Reaktor5-1 Photone-001 PAD- SAND 
Omnisphere-BABA VOWELIZER 
Omnisphere-COSMIC DEBRIS 
Omnisphere-AMBIENT HUMWHISTLE PAD 
Omnisphere-ANALOG CHIME 
Omnisphere-ANGELS WHISPER 
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VI. REAKTOR: MOVEMENT V 

At the core of Movement V is Reaktor’s groovebox ensemble, Newscool (Native 

Instruments). It is not a “drum machine” in the traditional sense (I made a very conscious 

choice to stay away from such instruments and drum loops in the creation and 

orchestration of Resonant Trajectories). Newscool is more a collection of unique sounds 

that have percussive characteristics, and the “machine” itself is set up to allow the 

programmer to create and develop interesting percussive combinations and pattern 

variations in an innovative way, with ease of usage. According to Native Instruments’ 

Reaktor 5 Instrument Reference manual: 

The sequencer is based on the Life model developed by John Conway in the 1970s. A 
two-dimensional pattern is processed in steps: An element of the pattern becomes alive 
(dark in this implementation) in the following step if three of its eight neighbors are alive 
in this step; it remains alive in the subsequent one if two or three neighbors are alive in 
the cur rent one – else it dies (and becomes a light square again). Several patterns emerge 
over time by this set of rules: Gliders move over the grid, crosses oscillate in several 
phases, some objects remain stable and don’t change from step to step while others 
remain unstable forever. These patterns trigger the sound engine.3 

 

John Conway, a British Mathematician and Professor of Mathematics at Princeton 

University, created the Game of Life (also referred to as, Life), as a “zero-player game,” 

“cellular automaton,” in which a player interacts with it “by creating an initial 

configuration [on grid of square cells] and observing how it evolves.”4 Each of the cells is 

either alive or dead, depending on how it interacts with eight “neighbors,” located 

horizontally, vertically, or diagonally adjacent, generating one of the following effects: 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Reaktor 5 Instrument Reference (2010). Newscool. Native Instruments, GmbH Schlesische Str. 28, D-10997 Berlin, 
Germany. 
4	  "Conway's Game of Life." Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia, 14 Apr. 2014. Web. 19 Apr. 2014. 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conway's_Game_of_Life>. 
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1. Any live cell with fewer than two live neighbors dies, as if caused by 
under-population [loneliness]. 

2. Any live cell with two or three live neighbors lives on to the next 
generation. 

3. Any live cell with more than three live neighbors dies, as if by 
overcrowding. 

4. Any dead cell with exactly three live neighbors becomes a live cell, as 
if by reproduction.5 

 
American popular mathematics and science writer, Martin Gardner wrote in his 

“Mathematical Games” column in a 1970 issue of Scientific American:  

Because of Life’s analogies with the rise, fall and alterations of a society of living 
organisms, it belongs to a growing class of what are called “simulation games” 
(games that resemble real life processes).6 

 
Divided into two parts, the upper part being the sequencer, and the lower part the 

sound engine, Newscool offers a relatively new and inventive way to create beats and 

patterns that lend themselves to the unfolding of unusual rhythmic textures. According to 

its manual:  

“The engine consists of a tone generator on the left and a multi-effect unit on the 
right. The signal is produced by eight parallel oscillator units whose parameters 
are modulated extensively. The effect unit parameters – providing pitch shifting, 
delay and filter - are similarly modulated.”7  
 

It is interesting to consider that perhaps the eight “neighbors” that are a part of Conway’s 

Game of Life, might have a literal and/or metaphorical correlation to the eight signal-

producing oscillators of Newscool’s tone generator, mentioned above in the excerpt from 

its user manual. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  "Conway's Game of Life." Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia, 14 Apr. 2014. Web. 19 Apr. 2014. 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conway's_Game_of_Life>.	  
6	  Martin Gardner, ``Mathematical Games - The fantastic combinations of John Conway's new solitaire game Life, 
'' Scientific American, October 1970, pp. 120-123. 
7	  Reaktor 5 Instrument Reference (2010). Newscool. Native Instruments, GmbH Schlesische Str. 28, D-10997 Berlin, 
Germany.	  
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The sound sequence at the heart of the piece is “Quader” (Figure 143). 

Figure 143 Newscool’s “Quader” basic settings 

 

 
 The composition, Reaktor (not to be confused with the name of Native 

Instruments’ mainframe), serves as a sonic metaphor and a musical abstraction of the 

inner workings of Voyager’s power plant as it functions in deep space, and how it reacts 

to, and interacts with its surrounding environment and ever-changing circumstances.  
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 Set at a tempo of 120 bpm, with a metric setting of 4/4, the initial musical 

statement made by Newscool’s preset, “Quader,” is activated from the second half of bar 

one, its sound sequence serving as the fundamental sonic and musical identifier of the 

propulsion system throughout the movement. Having been allowed the luxury, as an 

integrated solo voice, to establish its character and function uninterrupted for the first 

seventeen bars of the piece, the listener is led toward a hypnotic, meditative state by 

means of the preset’s unique, repetitive, rhythmic and tonal archetypical pattern.  

The sequence possesses multiple layers of intricacy, which seem to defy detailed 

analysis in the form of a written transcription, this due, in part, to the complex nature of 

the stereo delay effects. However, a simplification of the sequence is offered in Figure 

144: 

Figure 144 A simplification of Newscool’s “Quader” 

 

 
This notation is a bit deceiving, however, because the pitch of the actual notes sounded, 

seem to fall in between the cracks of the Western music scale, which, of course, adds to 

the sequence’s novelty and interest. This may be largely due to the diverse range of 

complex, intersecting overtones inherent in both bell-like sonorities. 

 The solo, meditative, musical incantation is interrupted at measure 18 (00:34) 

with the subtle introduction of a soft, echoing, sonic and rhythmic texture; the 
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combination of two tracks of the same preset, offset, and performed in slightly different 

manners, achieved through Blue’s “Purple Sequence 1” (Figure 145-146). 

Figure 145 Blue’s “Purple Sequence 1” basic settings 

 

Figure 146 Blue’s “Purple Sequence 1” FX settings 
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This is followed by Omnisphere’s “Mystical Carillion” at measure 24, beat 3 

(00:47) (Figure 147-151), and Omnisphere’s “Rumble Impact Vertigo” at measure 27, 

beat 3 (00:53) (Figure 152-157). 

Figure 147 Omnisphere’s “Mystical Carillion” Main settings 
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Figure 148 Omnisphere’s “Mystical Carillion” Edit Layer A settings 

 

Figure 149 Omnisphere’s “Mystical Carillion” Edit Layer B settings 
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Figure 150 Omnisphere’s “Mystical Carillion” FX settings (Layer A) 

 

Figure 151 Omnisphere’s “Mystical Carillion” EFX settings (Common) 
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Figure 152 Omnisphere’s “Rumble Impact Vertigo” Main settings 

 

Figure 153 Omnisphere’s “Rumble Impact Vertigo” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 154 Omnisphere’s “Rumble Impact Vertigo” Edit Layer B settings 

 

Figure 155 Omnisphere’s “Rumble Impact Vertigo” FX settings (Layer A)  
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Figure 156 Omnisphere’s “Rumble Impact Vertigo” FX settings (Layer B) 

 

Figure 157 Omnisphere’s “Rumble Impact Vertigo” FX settings (Common) 
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The two notes played by the gong-like “Mystical Carillion” echo the rhythmic 

motif of Newscool’s “Quader” Sound 2, notated above in Figure 144, though the melodic 

pitches are only implied. The highly reverberant sound also lends a sense of 

immeasurable, unbounded space, reinforcing the contextual element. The entrance of 

“Rumble Impact Vertigo” soon after, gives the distinct impression of acceleration, though 

fleeting. Its abrupt stop suggests it to be, perhaps, a course correction or a precautionary 

tactic, terminated with the sudden shutdown of the maneuvering thrusters. What enhances 

the feeling of sudden shutdown is the cessation of the bell sound in “Quader’s” sequence 

for two bars, beginning at measure 36 (1:10), though it states itself one more time at 

measure 38, beat 3. This was achieved by my adding an element of improvisation to the 

recorded sequence, altering the number and direction of squares in the visual grid on 

“Quader’s” sequencer, found on Newscool’s upper left side display (as the sequence 

progressed, I took more liberties with experimentation of this nature).  

At measure 37 (1:12), a multifaceted, multifunctional sound and effects preset 

(Omnishpere’s “Secret Society Hit”) (Figure 158-161) is immediately followed by a new 

gong sonority (Omnisphere’s “Mystic Bowls”) (Figure 162-166). 
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Figure 158 Omnisphere’s “Secret Society Hit” Main settings 

 

Figure 159 Omnisphere’s “Secret Society Hit” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 160 Omnisphere’s “Secret Society Hit” FX settings (Layer A) 

 

Figure 161 Omnisphere’s “Secret Society Hit” FX settings (Common) 
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Figure 162 Omnisphere’s “Mystic Bowls” Main settings 

 

Figure 163 Omnisphere’s “Mystic Bowls” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 164 Omnisphere’s “Mystic Bowls” Edit Layer B settings 

 

Figure 165 Omnisphere’s “Mystic Bowls” FX settings (Layer B) 
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Figure 166 Omnisphere’s “Mystic Bowls” FX settings (Common) 

 

Like “Mystical Carillion,” “Mystic Bowls” adds to the sense of depth. However, 

its particular mid-to-low pitch suggests something potentially ominous, or at least 

something to be concerned with, and this hypothesis is reinforced with the entrance of 

“Secret Society Hit,” which first serves as an overtone to “Mystic Bowls.” The dissonant, 

mutating F# suggests a flatted 5 scale degree when using “Quader’s” Sound 2 as a 

harmonic basis (Figure 167). 

Figure 167 Omnisphere’s “Secret Society Hit” - Newscool’s “Quader” dialog 
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A trailing series of fading wind chime gestures follows the F#, after which 

“Quader” begins establishing its alternate bell pattern on the “and” of measure 39 

(1:17:50) (Figure 168).   

Figure 168 Newscool’s “Quader” alternate bell pattern at measure 39 

 

Here again, the F# appears, keeping the understated dissonance in the harmonic 

collection as a reminder that the potential for peril is a constant in the unforgiving 

environment that sets this movement. This pattern repeats three times before the re-

establishment of the original Sound 2 bell pattern at measure 44, beat 3 (1:27), where 

both patterns briefly intersect.  

Measure 47 (1:32) introduces a new metallic sounding hit on the downbeat of 

every other bar and continues through measure 57 (1:52) with slight variations as the 

sequence progresses (this addition was the product of further spontaneous adjustments to 

“Quader’s” sequence grid). A series of three, staggered Omnisphere presets, begin their 

progression as well, between measure 47 and 57, first with “Something Is About To 

Happen,” at measure 51, beat 3 (1:41). As the name suggests, the sound creates tension 

and suspense (Figure 169-171). “Shining Shimmer” follows at measure 53, beat 3 (1:45), 

overlapping “Something Is About To Happen,” creating a metamorphosing, hybrid 

sonority functioning as a single sonic emotion (Figure 172-176). Out of this sonic 

complex arises, yet, one more alarming sonority, “Whistleko Arp,” which, though unique 
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in its own timbre and functionality, has an obvious corollary to several familiar warning 

sirens, that adds to the building tension (Figure 177-182).  

Figure 169 Omnisphere’s “Something Is About To Happen,” Main settings 
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Figure 170 Omnisphere’s “Something Is About To Happen,” Edit Layer A settings 

 

Figure 171 Omnisphere’s “Something Is About To Happen,” FX settings (Layer A)  
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Figure 172 Omnisphere’s “The Shining Shimmer,” Main settings 

 

Figure 173 Omnisphere’s “The Shining Shimmer,” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 174 Omnisphere’s “The Shining Shimmer,” Edit Layer B settings 

 

Figure 175 Omnisphere’s “The Shining Shimmer,” FX settings (Layer B) 
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Figure 176 Omnisphere’s “The Shining Shimmer,” FX settings (Common) 

 

Figure 177 Omnisphere’s “Whistleko Arp,” Main settings 
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Figure 178 Omnisphere’s “Whistleko Arp,” Edit Layer A settings 

 

Figure 179 Omnisphere’s “Whistleko Arp,” FX settings (Layer A) 
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Figure 180 Omnisphere’s “Whistleko Arp,” FX settings (Layer B) 

 

Figure 181 Omnisphere’s “Whistleko Arp,” FX settings (Common) 
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Figure 182 Omnisphere’s “Whistleko Arp,” Arpeggiator settings 

 

Each one of the three Omnisphere sounds ebbs and flows, rises and falls, superimposed 

upon one another, arousing a destabilizing, multi-layered emotional occurrence. 

   Two metallic hits reappear at measure 61 (2:00) and 63 (2:04) in “Quader’s” 

sequence, and then disappear again. The original pattern is re-established once again at 

measure 66 (2:10) for three bars before a fleeting, pulsating effect briefly appears and 

quickly dissipates (Omnisphere’s “No Remorse in Space”) (Figure 183-185). It is 

followed by a light, grainy-textured response (Omnisphere’s “Molecular Grain Cloud”) 

(Figure 186-189); both sounds reminiscent of a “fly-by” of some nature 

(communications signals, micrometeorites that actually pass through the craft and 

traveler, or other types of asteroidal material, for example). 
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Figure 183 Omnisphere’s “No Remorse in Space” Main settings 

 

Figure 184 Omnisphere’s “No Remorse in Space” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 185 Omnisphere’s “No Remorse in Space” FX settings (Common) 

 

Figure 186 Omnisphere’s “Molecular Grain Cloud” Main settings 
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Figure 187 Omnisphere’s “Molecular Grain Cloud” Edit Layer A settings 

 

Figure 188 Omnisphere’s “Molecular Grain Cloud” Edit Layer B settings 
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Figure 189 Omnisphere’s “Molecular Grain Cloud” FX settings (Layer A)  

 
  

Omnisphere’s “Whispering Light” creates a dissonant Doppler effect that slowly 

flashes across Voyager’s field of vision at measure 79, beat 3 (2:37), leaving in its wake 

the remnants of a melting, sonic wash: F-F#-F (here again, the F# continues to reappear 

in this sequence) (Figure 190-194). 
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Figure 190 Omnisphere’s “Whispering Light” Main settings 

 

Figure 191 Omnisphere’s “Whispering Light” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 192 Omnisphere’s “Whispering Light” Edit Layer B settings 

 

Figure 193 Omnisphere’s “Whispering Light” FX settings (Layer A) 
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Figure 194 Omnisphere’s “Whispering Light” FX settings (Common) 

 

Reminiscent of a heavy, metallic, reverberant Buddhist bowl used in religious 

ceremonies, Omnishpere’s “Secret Society Hit” makes its second statement at measure 93 

(3:04), and is followed by two more “fly-by-styled” effects generated by Omnisphere’s 

“Noisegate Bender” at measure 99, beat 3 (3:17) (Figure 195-198), and a similar, yet 

more strident effect, Omnishere’s “Noise Prophets” at measure 106, beat 3 (Figure 199-

202). 
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Figure 195 Omnisphere’s “Noisegate Bender” Main settings 

 

Figure 196 Omnisphere’s “Noisegate Bender” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 197 Omnisphere’s “Noisegate Bender” Edit Layer B settings 

 

Figure 198 Omnisphere’s “Noisegate Bender” FX settings (Common) 
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Figure 199 Omnisphere’s “Noise Prophets” Main settings 

 

Figure 200 Omnisphere’s “Noise Prophets” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 201 Omnisphere’s “Noise Prophets” FX settings (Layer A) 

 

Figure 202 Omnisphere’s “Noise Prophets” FX settings (Common) 
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 More alterations to the main track (“Quader”) are initiated at measure 94 (3:06), 

with further improvisation resulting in a distortion of the basic sonic quality of Sound 2 

bells. Measure 102 (3:22) brings a significant change in “Quader’s sequence pattern, 

which is thinned out. Timbres become modified, and new rhythmic nuances and 

variations come to the forefront of attention, at times making very noticeable movement 

around and across the stereo field. Newly placed percussive strikes, some of which 

modulate, add new and thoughtful textures, timbres, and rhythms. This cleansing of the 

sonic and rhythmic palette serve as an effective precursor to the unexpected up ahead, 

creating a systemic shock, establishing the necessary contrast needed to make the new, 

unanticipated entrance stand out more effectively. That “unexpected” comes in the form 

of two tracks, Reaktor’s Aerobic presets, “Smoov 1” and “Steam Roller,” working in 

concert from measure 112-120 (3:42-3:58) to create a unique-sounding synchronized, 

mechanized rhythmic generator. Both snapshots consist of six individual sound layers, or 

“units,” as well as a set of matching levels with which to mix (balance) each unit (Figure 

203-216).  
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Figure 203 Aerobic’s “Smoov 1” Unit 1 basic settings 

 

Figure 204 Aerobic’s “Smoov 1” Unit 2 basic settings
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Figure 205 Aerobic’s “Smoov 1” Unit 3 basic settings 

 

Figure 206 Aerobic’s “Smoov 1” Unit 4 basic settings 
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Figure 207 Aerobic’s “Smoov 1” Unit 5 basic settings 

 

Figure 208 Aerobic’s “Smoov 1” Unit 6 basic settings 
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Figure 209 Aerobic’s “Smoov 1” Master Mix settings 

 

Figure 210 Aerobic’s “Steam Roller” Unit 1 basic settings 
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Figure 211 Aerobic’s “Steam Roller” Unit 2 basic settings 

 

Figure 212 Aerobic’s “Steam Roller” Unit 3 basic settings 
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Figure 213 Aerobic’s “Steam Roller” Unit 4 basic settings 

 

Figure 214 Aerobic’s “Steam Roller” Unit 5 basic settings 
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Figure 215 Aerobic’s “Steam Roller” Unit 6 basic settings 

 

Figure 216 Aerobic’s “Steam Roller” Master Mix settings 
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Omnisphere’s “Planning the Revenge” picks up where the two Areobic presets 

left off, though speaking intermittently from measure 120-130 (3:58-4:18) in a floating 

dialog with “Quader” (Figure 217-223). It does, however, take over the shared rhythm 

responsibilities with a consistent pattern at measure 130 (3:58), where “Quader” resumes 

its original form and orchestration.  

Figure 217 Omnisphere’s “Planning the Revenge” Main settings 
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Figure 218 Omnisphere’s “Planning the Revenge” Edit Layer A settings 

 

Figure 219 Omnisphere’s “Planning the Revenge” Edit Layer B settings 
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Figure 220 Omnisphere’s “Planning the Revenge” FX settings (Layer A) 

 

Figure 221 Omnisphere’s “Planning the Revenge” FX settings (Layer B) 
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Figure 222 Omnisphere’s “Planning the Revenge” FX settings (Common) 

 

Figure 223 Omnisphere’s “Planning the Revenge” Arpeggiator settings 
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Reminiscent of a mildly dissonant music box, Newscool’s “Sleep Sheep” replaces  

Omnisphere’s “Planning the Revenge” at measure 138 (4:34). Though the rhythmic 

elements of the preset are not notated, I have notated the simplified melodic content 

Figure 224:  

Figure 224 Newscool’s “Sleep Sheep” simplified melodic content at measure 138 
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Figure 225 Newscool’s “Sleep Sheep” basic settings  

 

 
And, at a point in the conversation (measure 146) (4:50), “Quader and “Sleep 

Sheep” are joined by Reaktor’s Steampipe preset, “SteamGhost” (Figure 226).  
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Figure 226 Steampipe’s “SteamGhost” basic settings 

 

 
“SteamGhost’s” slow, misty, mysterious sounding crescendo is not, however, the 

only important characteristic that singles this sonority out as significant at this place in 

the sequence. It is also the harmonic content, and how it is juxtaposed against the existing 

and future harmonic content, that adds a polytonal twist to the mood of the piece (Figure 

227). 

Figure 227 Steampipe’s “SteamGhost’s” harmonic content 

 

 Superimposed upon “SteamGhost” at measure 152 (5:02) is the ethereal, voice-

like preset, Omnisphere’s “No Admittance” (Figure 228-230). 
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Figure 228 Omnisphere’s “No Admittance” Main settings 

 

Figure 229 Omnisphere’s “No Admittance” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 230 Omnisphere’s “No Admittance” FX settings (Common) 

 

 
Though the sound is soft and somewhat “angelic,” its slow, chromatic descent creates 

tension that suggests a possible fall from grace somewhere in the system, though on the 

surface, the harmonies are open, resonant, and very tonal (Figure 231): 

Figure 231 Omnisphere’s “No Admittance” transcription  
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However, when set against “SteamGhost’s” harmonic content, substantial dissonance is 

created (Figure 232): 

Figure 232 Steampipe’s “SteamGhost” - “No Admittance” harmonic dialog 

 

This dissonance is further magnified by the third entrance of Omnisphere’s 

“Secret Society Hit,” due to two immediate factors: its large, temple bell tonal center 

residing somewhere between and F# and G, and its complex overtone structure. Not only 

adding to the polytonal nature of the developing orchestration, the sound itself is a wash 

of polytonality, as subtle as it may seem.  

Taking the layer of growing dissonance one step further is the addition of 

Omnisphere’s “Marsh Mire Drone” to the transforming soundscape. The melodic content 

of this preset, beginning at measure 156 (5:10), reminds the listener, once again, of the 

augmented fourth (F#) that has been appearing throughout the movement, this, set against 

a low, rumbling, resonant low C drone. Though the sound speaks rather slowly, 

seemingly free form in style, and not synchronizing itself to the established tempo of 120 

bpm, it adds to the floating, otherworldly nature of the overall sonic essay (Figure 233): 
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Figure 233 Omnisphere’s “Marsh Mire Drone” transciption 

 

Figure 234 Omnisphere’s “Marsh Mire Drone” Main settings 
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Figure 235 Omnisphere’s “Marsh Mire Drone” Edit Layer A settings 

 

Figure 236 Omnisphere’s “Marsh Mire Drone” Edit Layer B settings 
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Figure 237 Omnisphere’s “Marsh Mire Drone” FX settings (Common) 

 

 

The notated interaction among seven tracks (Quader, Sleep Sheep, Steam Ghost, 

No Admittance, Secret Society Hit, and Marsh Mire Drone), between measure 138 (4:34) 

and 161 (5:20), can be viewed in Figure 238. The transcription gives visual insight into 

the increasingly dissonant relationships among voices toward the end of the movement, 

and the increased frequency in the use of the augmented 4th interval. “Quader’s” use of 

the augmented 4th scale degree (F#) had been firmly established from the beginning of 

the piece. An augmented 4th interval also appears in “Sleep Sheep’s” sequence at measure 

138 (4:34), between the E natural and B flat (A#), and again at measure 153 (5:04). 

“Steam Ghost’s” entrance at measure 145, beat 4 reveals yet another augmented 4th (F# 

and C), as well as an augmented 5th (B flat and F#). It can be argued that “Secret Society 
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Hit’s” sound is microtonal, residing somewhere between F# and G, and the final sound 

analyzed, “Marsh Mire Drone,” has an augmented 4th scale degree (F#) playing against a 

strong C tonic. 

 Beginning in measure 154 (5:06), tensions mount even further, as seen in the 

following pitch collection: Bb, B, C, F, F#, G, though the friction does ease a bit from 

measure 156 onward. 
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Figure 238 Dissonant interaction among seven tracks from measure 138-161 
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The listener, having been entranced, immersed in suspended dissonance for 24 

bars, receives an unexpected jolt on the downbeat of measure 162 (5:22), suddenly 

confronted with a combined preset sonority whose source seems to be derived from a 
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melding of heavy, metallic-sounding machinery, and tribal drums: Newscool’s “Sleep 

Sheep” and the introduction of Newscool’s “Pluce” (Figure 239). 

Figure 239 Newscool’s “Pluce” basic settings 

 

 
The movement ends with an even greater jolt. Omnisphere’s “Just a Friendly 

Reminder Hit 3” delivers the final, discordant blow that hits hard, leaving a dissonant, 

reverberant trail in its slowly dissipating wake (Figure 240-244).  
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Figure 240 Omnisphere’s “Just a Friendly Reminder Hit 3” Main settings 

 

Figure 241 Omnisphere’s “Just a Friendly Reminder Hit 3” Edit Layer A settings 
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Figure 242 Omnisphere’s “Just a Friendly Reminder Hit 3” Edit Layer B settings 

 
 
Figure 243 Omnisphere’s “Just a Friendly Reminder Hit 3” FX settings (Layer B) 
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Figure 244 Omnisphere’s “Just a Friendly Reminder Hit 3” FX settings (Common) 
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Personnel 
All synthesizers and programming: Joseph Curiale 
Engineered by: Joseph Curiale and Joe Vannelli 
Second Engineer: Joe Primeau 
Produced and arranged by: Joseph Curiale 
 
Song Data 
Meter: 4/4 
Tempo: 120 bpm 
Length: 129 bars 
Duration: 5 minutes 52 seconds 
 
Technical Data 
Tracks: 24 virtual synthesizer tracks 
Synthesizers: Reaktor Newscool, Reaktor Aerobic, Reaktor Steampipe, (Native 
Instruments) Omnisphere (Spectrasonics), Blue (Rob Papen) 
 
Synthesizer Preset Information 
Reaktor-Newscool 018 QUADER 
Reaktor-Newscool 015 SLEEP SHEEP 
Reaktor-Newscool 069 PLUCE 
Reaktor-Aerobic 
Reaktor-Aerobic 01 SMOOV 
Reaktor-Steampipe 011 STEAM GHOST 
Omnisphere-JUST A...HIT 3 
Omnisphere PLANNING THE REVENGE 
Omnisphere RUMBLE IMPACT VERTIGO 
Omnisphere-MYSTICAL CARILLION 
Omnisphere SHINING SHIMMER 
Omnisphere SOMETHING IS ABOUT TO HAPPEN 
Omnisphere WHISTLEKO ARP 
Omnisphere-WHISPERING LIGHT 
Omnishpere SECRET SOCIETY HIT 
Omnisphere-MYSTIC BOWLS 
Omnishpere NOISEGATE BENDER 
Omnishere NOISE PROPHETS 
Omnisphere NO REMORSE IN SPACE 
Omnisphere-MOLECULAR GRAIN CLOUD 
Omnisphere-NO ADMITTANCE 
Omnisphere-MARSH MIRE DRONE 
Blue-06 SEQ SOUNDS 2-PURPLE SEQ 1 
Blue-06 SEQ SOUNDS 2-PURPLE SEQ 2 
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VII. VOYAGER: MOVEMENT VI 

 “Voyager” was actually the first composition written for Resonant Trajectories, 

initiated in August of 2012. Rob Papen’s virtual synthesizer, Blade, was the inspiration 

for this movement, particularly the preset, “Way To Heaven” (Figure 245-246).  

Figure 245 Blade’s “Way To Heaven” basic settings 

 
 
Figure 246 Blade’s “Way To Heaven” FX settings 
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Though the composition is performed in free time, the metronome setting is 120 

beats per minute, and therefore the effects settings of the various virtual synthesizers are 

set to move at that tempo. Therefore, after the initial two musical entrances, all locations 

in the sequence will be referred to in minutes and seconds. 

 A near-perfect pentatonic scale (if not for the added major 7th), this sequence of 

notes makes the initial motivic statement. Its reverberant, metamorphosing, guitar-like 

texture and sonority is doubled by Mike Miller’s electric (Figure 247): 

Figure 247 Blade’s “Way To Heaven” initial motivic statement 1 

 

This phrase repeats twice and is then transposed up a perfect fifth at measure 14 (00:25)  

Figure 248 Blade’s “Way To Heaven” initial motivic statement 2 

 

Likewise, this transposed phrase repeats twice and is then transposed up a minor third 

(@00:45) (Figure 249): 

Figure 249 Blade’s “Way To Heaven” initial motivic statement 3 

 
 
And the scale is transposed up a minor third one more time (@00:57) (Figure 251): 
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Figure 250 Blade’s “Way To Heaven” initial motivic statement 4 

 

Beneath the scale starting on the root note D, noted at Figure 248, Blade’s 

“Winter Ends,” issues forth an unobtrusive, widely spaced major 9th interval ringing high 

above its root tone, resonating like a crystal glass (Figure 251): 

Figure 251 Blade’s “Winter Ends’” widely spaced major 9th interval  

 

 
Figure 252 Blade’s “Winter Ends” s basic settings 
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Figure 253 Blade’s “Winter Ends” FX settings 

 

During the upward trajectory of this motif’s development, several colorful sound 

textures and sonorities are combined to create a heavenly atmosphere. Prominent among 

the group is Blade’s “Synthesis Page One” (@00:45), which is very reminiscent of an 

electronic sound named, the “Blaster Beam,” “a massive stringed instrument responsible 

for the memorable “V’Ger” bass blasts,” created by pianist/L.A. session keyboardist, 

Craig Hundley (aka: Craig Huxley) for composer Jerry Goldsmith’s score to Star Trek: 

The Motion Picture8 (Figure 254-255) 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8	  "Craig Hundley." Memory Alpha. N.p., n.d. Web. 22 Apr. 2014. <http://en.memory-alpha.org/wiki/Craig_Hundley>. 
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Figure 254 Blade’s “Synthesis Page One” basic settings 

 

Figure 255 Blade’s “Synthesis Page One” FX settings 

 

 
How appropriate it is, then, that this sound would be applied to this composition 

entitled, “Voyager.” Though it was not consciously done with this fact in mind, I 

certainly made the connection when first testing the preset. 
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 Blade’s “Time Set” (@00:45), with its light, wave-like filter sweep, is aligned 

with the synthesized bass and “Synthesis Page One,” giving the joint sounds more 

movement, depth, resonance, and sonic interest (Figure 256-257). 

Figure 256 Blade’s “Time Set” basic settings 

 

Figure 257 Blade’s “Time Set” FX settings 

 

 
Rounding out the collective sonority (@00:45) is the addition of Minimonsta’s 

analog-modeled “SubBase” (Figure 258). 
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Figure 258 Minimonsta’s “SubBase”  

 
  
Once again, a musical figure in “fifths” appears in this last movement (00:48.50), serving 

as a recollection of earlier moments in the overall work, serving to reinforce this musical 

thread (Figure 259). 

Figure 259 Open fifths at 00:48.50 

 

This simple musical statement has special significance in this movement as a signature 

motif, in that it also rises a minor third and later reappears to restate its voice and part 

again toward the end of the composition (Figure 260): 

Figure 260 Open fifths up a minor third 
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The sound consists of two different presets from two different virtual synthesizers: 

impOSCar2’s “Smooth Pad” (Figure 261) and Blade’s “Elevate,” (Figure 262-263). 

Figure 261 impOSCar2’s “Smooth Pad” basic settings 

 

Figure 262 Blade’s “Elevate” basic settings 
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Figure 263 Blade’s “Elevate” FX settings 

 

 
In the midst of this lovely ascending, angelic part, a “gremlin,” Blade’s “Abuse,” 

imposes on the orchestration at 1:00 into the sequence. It is yet another reminder that life, 

as we know it, is a balance of opposite polarities, and that beauty and ugliness seem to 

arise mutually (Figure 264-265). 

Figure 264 Blade’s “Abuse” basic settings 
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Figure 265 Blade’s “Abuse” FX settings 

 

 
In its one and only appearance in the composition (1:02), Blade’s “Ozone Bullets,” 

a sound with similar oscillation and filter characteristics, follows “Abuse” in the two 

higher octaves, adding a further musical and emotional twist to the soundscape (this 

movement is filled with a variety of brief musical statements, sprinkled in and among the 

orchestration (Figure 266-267).  

Figure 266 Blade’s “Ozone Bullets” basic settings 
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Figure 267 Blade’s “Ozone Bullets” FX settings 

 

 
The first significant musical departure from the ethereal opening statement occurs 

at 1:12 with the introduction of the sonically contrasting solo voice, Blade’s “DistQ.” 

Apparently designed to emulate a distorted “Heavy Metal-styled” guitar solo, the preset 

is a marvel of skillful and creative sound design (Figure 268-269). 

Figure 268 Blade’s “DistQ” basic settings 
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Figure 269 Blade’s “DistQ” FX settings 

 

  
The distorted guitar sequence plays solo for eight bars and is followed by a 

smooth-sounding, lone melodic voice, Blade’s “Amblade-1” (Figure 270-271) that 

expands from a single-line melody into a series of moving parallel fifths (Figure 272).  

Figure 270 Blade’s “Amblade-1” basic settings 
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Figure 271 Blade’s “Amblade-1” FX settings 

 

 
Figure 272 Blade’s “Amblade-1” transcription 

 

This movement is steeped in contrast, and Blade’s “Arp Point” provides a light, 

metallic, arpeggiated, rhythmic counterpoint accompaniment that highlights this evolving 

“yin-yang” duality (Figure 273-274). 
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Figure 273 Blade’s “Arp Point” basic settings 

 

Figure 274 Blade’s “Arp Point” FX settings 

 

 
Once again, Blade’s “Abuse” breaks the tranquil spell with a short, contrasting 

interjection (1:47), which is followed soon after by a totally new sonority: Blade’s 

“Digereblade” (1:50) (Figure 275-276).  
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Figure 275 Blade’s “Digereblade” basic settings 

 

Figure 276 Blade’s “Digereblade” FX settings 

 

 
This preset presents a sequence of sounds similar to that of automated, high-speed 

digital telephone dialing (speed dialing), which functions as another varied metaphor of 

“contact” that has appeared throughout the overall, multi-movement work. However, it 

morphs into distorted, electronic voice-like chatter at 1:59.50, and then reverts back to the 

dialing sequence at 2:03, both sounds related to communication attempts of some sort. 
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Finally, another example of an ascending minor third interval (Eb to Gb) is evident in 

“Abuse’s” third entrance, as it picks up where “Digereblade” has left off. This leads to a 

series of sound textures that symbolize isolation and space, and even a “mind bending” 

element by the otherworldly experience. These presets present themselves in a steady 

succession beginning with Blade’s “Space Jogging,” which follows the performance of 

both “Digereblade” and “Abuse” (Figure 277-278). 

Figure 277 Blade’s “Space Jogging” basic settings 

 

Figure 278 Blade’s “Space Jogging” FX settings 
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“Space Jogging’s” scale lends much to the soundscape in terms of its tone, timbre, and 

intervallic interest, though it is a type of mutated variation of the original scale stated at 

the outset of this movement (Figure 279): 

Figure 279 Blade’s “Space Jogging” transcription 

 

 

Other presets that follow include Blade’s “Musheen” (2:10.25 and 2:25) (Figure 

280-281), “Multibell Fall” (2:13, 2:20 and 3:58) (Figure 282-283), “Evil Butler” 

(2:14.50, 2:52 and 4:15.75) (Figure 284-285), “Dissent” (2:19.50) (Figure 286-287), and 

“Winter Ends,” which had previously appeared (2:23).  
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Figure 280 Blade’s “Musheen” basic settings 

 

Figure 281 Blade’s “Musheen” FX settings 
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Figure 282 Blade’s “Multibell Fall” basic settings 

 

Figure 283 Blade’s “Multibell Fall” FX settings 
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Figure 284 Blade’s “Evil Butler” basic settings 

 

Figure 285 Blade’s “Evil Butler” FX settings 
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Figure 286 Blade’s “Dissent” basic settings 

 

Figure 287 Blade’s “Dissent” FX settings 

 

  
The above, five virtual synthesizer presets, set the stage for the next significant 

musical section, which begins at 2:44, with Blade’s “Trapped Bass” serving as the sonic 

and rhythmic engine that initiates the momentum (Figure 288-289).  
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Figure 288 Blade’s “Trapped Bass” basic settings 

 

Figure 289 Blade’s “Trapped Bass” FX settings 

 

 
Expanding the resonance derived from perfect fifths even farther, the preset, 

“Trapped Bass,” performs the following sequence in 10ths (Figure 290): 

Figure 290 Blade’s “Trapped Bass” transcription 
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“Trapped Bass” remains the solo voice from 2:44 until Blade’s “Evil Butler” 

makes several dissonant utterances, beginning at 2:52, which adds a veil of mild 

foreboding upon “Trapped Bass’s” rich, consonant tonal center.  

The consistent play of opposites in the movement endures with “Evil Butler’s” 

entrance on F#, which certainly grates against “Trapped Bass’s” F root. What adds 

further tonal friction is that, like many of the bell, gong, and Buddhist bowl-type 

sonorities that had been previously introduced throughout Resonant Trajectories, 

microtonal elements and complex overtones are at play. 

While, “Trapped Bass’s” rhythmic and tonal engines continue to churn 

underneath “Evil Butler,” an ever-increasing inventory of sounds and effects anxiously 

await their brief, yet significant statements, each reinforcing the escalating air of potential 

doom persistently brewing below the surface, including Blade’s “Eightecho” (3:13.15) 

(Figure 291-292), Blade’s “Skunktron” (3:14.41) (Figure 293-294) Sylenth’s “Moon 

Cloud” (3:17.80) (Figure 295-296), Blade’s “Pretty Poly” (3:20.20) (Figure 297-298), 

and Blade’s “Rich In Paradise” (3:21) (Figure 299-300), which is the last entrance before 

a new section begins at measure 108 (3:29).  
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Figure 291 Blade’s “Eightecho” basic settings 

 

Figure 292 Blade’s “Eightecho” FX settings 
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Figure 293 Blade’s “Skunktron” basic settings 

 

Figure 294 Blade’s “Skunktron” FX settings 
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Figure 295 Sylenth’s “Moon Cloud” Part A settings 

 

Figure 296 Sylenth’s “Moon Cloud” Part B settings 
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Figure 297 Blade’s “Pretty Poly” basic settings 

 

Figure 298 Blade’s “Pretty Poly” FX settings 
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Figure 299 Blade’s “Rich In Paradise” basic settings 

 

Figure 300 Blade’s “Rich In Paradise” FX settings 

 

 
 A steady locked tempo of 120 bpm is established at measure 108 (3:29) as 

Blade’s “Seq-Terje Type’s” sixteenth-note sequence begins a new section as a solo voice 

for four bars, and is then joined by several new voices (Figure 301-302).  
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Figure 301 Blade’s “Seq-Terje Type” basic settings 

 

Figure 302 Blade’s “Seq-Terje Type” FX settings 

 

  
The first new voice to enter at measure 112 (3:37) is Largo’s “Excenter,” created 

by German synthesizer manufacturer, Waldorf. Their sounds have been used sparingly in 
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Resonant Trajectories, but the few that have been applied have made significant 

contributions to the composition’s unique character and colorful orchestration.9 

 In addition to its interaction with Blade’s “Seq-Terje Type,” Largo’s “Excenter” 

initiates a dialog with four other voices during this brief section: Largo’s “Beehive” 

(3:41) (not pictured), Predator’s “SFX Horror Shooter” (3:54) (Figure 303), and the 

final statement of Blade’s “Multibell Fall,” which had been previously encountered on 

two different occasions (3:54). 

 

Figure 303 Predator’s “SFX Horror Shooter” basic settings 

 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9	  Due to changes in the operating system, I am no longer able to access Largo in order to photograph a screen shot of 
its individual settings, nor am I able to use the instrument any longer (this is one of the shortcomings of using soft 
synths, which quickly become non-functional if the manufacturer decides not to make the necessary compatibility 
upgrades).  
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Largo’s “Beehive,” which is not pictured, takes over as the solo voice at measure 

125 (4:03). Its mysterious, lightly granular, high-register chatter dominates the sonic field 

until a familiar voice of conflict reappears at 4:15.87. Blade’s “Evil Butler” once again 

chimes its hollow, tubular metallic warning in its relentless reiteration. Omnisphere’s 

“Metal Bender Rumble” adds to the vacuous, suspended mélange of potentially 

threatening elements (Figure 304-309).  

Figure 304 Omnisphere’s “Metal Bender Rumble” Main settings 
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Figure 305 Omnisphere’s “Metal Bender Rumble” Edit Layer A settings 

 

Figure 306 Omnisphere’s “Metal Bender Rumble” Edit Layer B settings 
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Figure 307 Omnisphere’s “Metal Bender Rumble” FX settings (Layer A) 

 

Figure 308 Omnisphere’s “Metal Bender Rumble” FX settings (Layer B) 
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Figure 309 Omnisphere’s “Metal Bender Rumble” FX settings (Common) 

 

 
Sylenth’s “SFX Dungeon” (Figure 310-311) is added to the orchestration at 

measure 137 (4:27) and Sylenth’s time-bending effect, “SFX Eerie Mist” (Figure 312-

313) is added shortly after to “SFX Dungeon’s” deep-space echo effect at measure 141, 

beat 3 (4:36). 
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Figure 310 Sylenth’s “SFX Dungeon” Part A settings 

 

Figure 311 Sylenth’s “SFX Dungeon” Part B settings 
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Figure 312 Sylenth’s “SFX Eerie Mist” Part A settings 

 

Figure 313 Sylenth’s “SFX Eerie Mist” Part B settings 
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 A new perfect fifth figure makes its statement in the silence left by the previous 

section, and with a new preset and part comes new hope and new horizons. Blade’s “Hole 

In the Heart” offers its fresh view of the situation with the touch of middle-C and the 

echoing G3 that follows (Figure 314-315). 

Figure 314 Blade’s “Hole In the Heart” basic settings 

 

Figure 315 Blade’s “Hole In the Heart” FX settings 
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Soon after its second reassuring utterance, the tranquil optimism is unfortunately 

interrupted by “SFX Dungeon’s” subtle, but insistent reminder that the new hope may 

have been fleeting and misguided. This is re-emphasized by the ominous-sounding return 

of Blade’s “Synthesis Page One” at measure 162, beat 2 (5:17.50). However, the last-

ditch effort weakens and fades under the weight of the reality that Voyager has finally 

entered interstellar space. This achievement is represented in the sound and sequence of 

open fourths and fifths at measure 165 (5:21) that brings to light the realization of a 

previously unimaginable mission accomplished (Figure 316): 

Figure 316 Blade’s “Amblade-1” and Blue’s “J Planet” transcription 

 

The presets applied, to create this atmosphere of realization are Blade’s previously stated 

“Amblade-1,” along with Blue’s newly introduced, “J Planet” (Figure 317). 
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Figure 317 Blue’s “J Planet” basic settings with EFX 

 

 
This brief reverie becomes momentarily overshadowed by a flood of emotions 

brought on by the recollections of the mission in flashback. The relentless, underlying 

chatter of Blade’s “My Noton-1” at measure 177 (5:45), begins this section of mental and 

emotional unrest induced by the pain of deep self-assessment (Figure 318-319). 
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Figure 318 Blade’s “My Noton-1” basic settings 

 

Figure 319 Blade’s “My Noton-1” FX settings 

 

 
To enhance the mood of discomfort, many of the sounds that were representative 

of earlier encounters reappear as haunting reminders, such as Omnisphere’s “Metal 

Bender Rumble” and Sylenth’s “SFX Dungeon.” This development leads to the surprising 

return of the first musical motif and its preset, Blade’s “Way to Heaven,” newly stated in 

this last movement in a minor mode, giving the impression of a momentary measure of 
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remorse and regret. Electric guitarist, Mike Miller, also returns to double “Way to 

Heaven’s” scales, as he did at the beginning of the movement. The scale that first 

appeared at measure 14 in D major now reappears at measure 185 (6:01) in B minor (the 

B root is established in Blade’s preset, “My Noton-1”) (Figure 320): 

Figure 320 Blade’s “Way to Heaven” initial motivic statement 2 

 

Both “light” and relief arrive at measure 203 (6:37) with the switch back to the F 

major tonality heard during the scale sequence’s earliest transformations at @00:45, and 

again at 6:49, transposed up a minor third (seen previously at @00:57 (Figure 321-322): 

Figure 321 Blade’s “Way to Heaven” initial motivic statement 3 

 

Figure 322 Blade’s “Way to Heaven” initial motivic statement 4 

 

 
Some of the preset sounds that accompanied Blade’s “Way to Heaven” scales on 

its original voyage (Blade’s “Synthesis Page One,” “Abuse,” and impOSCar2’s “Smooth 

Pad”) now return along with the new addition of some previously heard sounds still 

enduring (Blade’s “Amblade-1” and “My Noton-1,” Largo’s “Excenter,” Sylenth’s “SFX 

Dungeon,” Omnisphere’s “Metal Bender Rumble,” and the unidentified “Synth Bass). 
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The only previously unheard sound added to the mix, is “Omnisphere’s “Glass Embryo” 

(Figure 323-326). This returning interlude serves as a prelude to the final section of the 

composition. 

Figure 323 Omnisphere’s “Glass Embryo” Main settings 
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Figure 324 Omnisphere’s “Glass Embryo” Edit Layer A settings 

 

 
Figure 325 Omnisphere’s “Glass Embryo” Edit Layer B settings 
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Figure 326 Omnisphere’s “Glass Embryo” FX settings (Common) 

 

 
 Blade’s “Amblade-1” and “Omnisphere’s “Glass Embryo” accompany Blade’s 

returning distorted, guitar-like “DistQ” in the closing section of the composition, which 

begins at measure 216 (7:03) and plays through to the last three bass entrances: Bb at 

measure 224 (7:19), Eb at measure 225 (7:21), and F at measure 227 (7:25). All the while, 

Mike Miller’s virtuosic electric guitar performance soars above the remaining tracks in 

triumphant grandeur, bringing the composition to its glorious peak climax and final 

conclusion. 
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Figure 327 MOTU digital delay settings for electric guitar 
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Personnel 
All synthesizers and programming: Joseph Curiale 
Electric Guitar: Mike Miller 
Engineered by: Joseph Curiale and Joe Vannelli 
Second Engineer: Joe Primeau 
Produced and arranged by: Joseph Curiale 
 
Song Data 
Meter: Free 
Tempo: Free (Effects sync’d to 120 bpm) 
Length: 237 bars 
Duration: 7 minutes 45 seconds 
 
Technical Data 
Tracks: 37 virtual synthesized tracks – 1 audio track (electric guitar) 
Synthesizers: Blade, Blue, Predator (Rob Papen), Largo (Waldorf), Sylenth (Lennar 
Digital), Omnisphere (Spectrasonics), impOSCar2, Minimonsta (GForce) 
Guitar software effects: Motu Delay 
 
Synthesizer Preset Information 
Blade-00-024 WAY TO HEAVEN TK1 
Blade-00-024 WAY TO HEAVEN TK2 
Blade-03 ECOMPO MY NOTION 1 
Blade-00-005 WINTER ENDS 
Blade-00-010 SFX MULTIBELL FALL 
Blade-00-011 SPACE JOGGING 
Blade-00-071 OZONE BULLETS 
Blade-00-056 DISTQ 
Blade-SYNTH 1 055 ARP POINT 
Blade-SYNTH 2 014 SYNTHESIS PAGE ONE 
Blade-SYNTH 2 010 PAD TIME TEST 
Blade-ROY 09 HOLE IN HEART 
Blade-Roy 011 PAD ELEVATE 
Blade-Roy 013 ABUSE 
Blade-03 ECOMPO AMBLADE 1 
Blade-03 JOEMAL 01 DIGEREBLADE 
Blade-03 JOEMAL EVIL BUTLER 
Blade-03 JOEMAL 052 MUSHEEN 
Blade-03 JOEMAL 048 DISSENT 
Blade-03 ROB LEE 037 TRAPPED BASS 
Blade-03 STEPHAN JACOBS 026 EIGHTECHO 
Blade-03 STEPHAN JACOBS 033 PRETTY POLY 
Blade-03 STEPHAN JACOBS 063 ARP 
Blade-03 VOLTAGE DISCIPLE 02 
Blade-03 VOLTAGE DISCIPLE 096 ARP SEQ 
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Synthesizer Preset Information (continued0 
Blue-02 PADS 01 J PLANET 
Predator-INTRODUCTION 096 SFX HORROR SHOOTER 
Largo-EXCENTER DOC T 13 
Largo-BEEHIVE T 24 
Sylenth1-121 SFX DUNGEON 
Sylenth1-122 SFX EERIE MIST 
Sylenth1-103 MOON CLOUD 
Omnisphere-METAL BENDER RUMBLE 
Omnisphere-GLASS EMBRYO 
impOSCar2-SMOOTH PAD 
Minimonsta-CLASSIC TAURUS 
Minimonsta-SUBBASE 
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VIII. FINAL THOUGHTS 

Many of the thoughts and observations I discussed in this thesis were actually 

afterthoughts, not consciously cognized or considered during the actual process of 

composing the composition, which was spontaneous and intuitive. It was only after the 

fact, that I could analyze the work with fresh ears and a clear mind, and find tremendous 

joy and gratification from the discoveries made in the analysis. 
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